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I. 'NTROD UCTt ON 

Radon is a natural radioactive gas that you cannot see, 
smell, or taste and that can only be detected with special 
equipment. It is produced by the radioactive decay of 
radium, which in turn is derived from the radioactive 
decay of uran.ium. Uranium is found in small quantities 
in all soils and rocks, although the amount varies from 
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place to place. Radon decays to forlll radioactive parti
cles that Call enter the body by inhalation. Inhalation of 
the short-lived decay products of radon has been lin.ked 
to an increase in the risk of developing cancers of the 
respiratory tract, especially of the lungs. Breathing 
radon in the indoor air of homes contributes to about 
20,000 lung cancer deaths each year in the United 
States and 2000- 3000 in the UK. Only smoking causes 
more lung cancer dea ths. 

Geology is the most important factor controlling the 
source and distribution of radon. Relatively high levels 
of radon emissions are associated with particular types 
of bedrock and unconsolidated deposits, for example 
some, but not all, granites , phosphatic rocks, and sb<lles 
rich in organic materials . The release of radon from 
rocks ,md soils is controlled largely by the types of 
minerals in which uranium and radium occur. Once 
radon gas is released from minerals, its migration to the 
surface is controlled by the transmission characteristics 
of the bedrock and soil; the nature of the carrier Auids, 
including carbon dioxide gas and groundwater; mete
orological factors such as baromeu·ic pressure, wind, 
relative humidity, and rainfall; and soil permeability, 
drainage, and moisture content (see also Chapter 9, this 
volume). 

Radon levels in outdoor air, indoor air, soil air, and 
groundwater can be very different. Radon released frol11 
rocks and soils is quickly diluted in the atmosphere. 
Concentrations in the open air are normally very low 
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and probably do not present a hazard. Radon that enters 
poorly ventilated buildings, caves, mines, and tunnels 
can reach high concentrations in some circumstances. 
The construction method and the degree of ventilation 
can i.nAuence radon levels in buildings. A person's expo
sure to radon will also vary according to how particular 
buildings and spaces are used. 

The concentration of radon in a building primarily 
reAects (1) the detailed geological characteristics of the 
ground beneath the building, which determines the 
potential for radon emissions and (2) the structural 
detail of the building and its mode of use, which deter
mines whether the potential for radon accumulation is 
fulfilled. The radon potential of the ground may be 
assessed from a geologically based interpretation of 
indoor radon measurements in conjunction with per
meability, uranium, soil gas radon, and ground and air
borne gamma spectrometric data. The categorization of 
a group of rocks or unconsolidated deposits as having 
known or suspected high levels of radon emissions does 
not imply that there is any problem. That would depend 
on whether pathways, locations for accumul<ltion, and 
protracted exposure occur. VVhereas geological radon 
potential maps do not give a direct guide to the level of 
radon in specific buildings or cavities, there is, in 
general, a higher likelihood tbat problems may occur at 
specific sites within areas of potentially high radon 
emISSIOns. 

Radon potential maps have important applications, 
particularly in the control of radon through environ
mental health and building control legislation. They 
can be used (1) to assess whether radon protective 
measures may be required in new buildings, (2) for the 
cost-effective targeting of radon monitoring in existing 
dwellings and workplaces, (3) to provide a radon poten
tial assessment for home buyers and sellers, and (4) for 
exposure data for epidemiological studies of the links 
between radon and cancer. 'Vhereas a geological radon 
potentiallllap can indicate the relative radon hazard, it 
cannot predict the radon risk for an individual building. 
Th.is can only be established by having the building 
tested. 

Radon dissolved in groundwater migrates over long 
distances along fractures and caverns depending on the 
velocity of Auid Aow. Radon is soluble in water and may 
thus be transported for distances of up to 5km in 
streams flowing underground in limestone. Radon 
remains in solution in the water until a gas phase is 
introduced (e.g., by turbuJence or by pressure release). 
If emitted directly into the gas phase, as may happen 
above the water table, the presence of a carrier gas, such 
as carbon dioxide, would tend to induce migration of 

the radon. This appears to be the case in certain lime
stone formations, where underground caves and fissures 
enable the rapid transfer of the gas phase. Radon in 
water supplies can result in radiation exposure of people 
in two ways: by ingestion of the water or by release of 
the radon into the air during showering or bathing, 
allowing radon and its decay products to be inhaled. 
Radon in soil under homes is the biggest source of 
radon in indoor air, and it presents a greater risk of 
cancer than radon in drinking water. 

This chapter explains how radon forms, the associ
ated health risks, the kinds of rocb and soils it comes 
from, and how it moves through the ground and into 
buildings. It also explains how the radon potential of an 
area can be estimated. 

II. NATURE AND M EASUREMENT 

A. Radioactivity and Radiation 

All matter, including the materials that constitute the 
Earth's crust, consists of atoms, which are usually com
bined in various chemical compounds. Each atom 
comprises a nucleus, made up of protons, neutrons, and 
electrons, which orbit around the nucleus. Nuclei 
identified by the name of the element and the number 
of protons and neutrons are referred to as nuclides. All 
nuclei of the same chemical element have the same 
number of protons, but they can have different numbers 
of neutrons, and these are then called isotopes of that 
element. Many atoms are unstable and will change quite 
naturally into atoms of another element accompanied 
by the emission of ionizing radiation. This process is 
called radioactivity and the change is called radioactive 
decay. Unstable atoms that change through radioactive 
decay to form other nuclides are said to be radioactive 
and are referred to as radionuclides or radioisotopes. 
The rate of change or decay of an wlstable radionuclide 
is indicated by its half-life, which is the period of time 
during which half the original number of atoms will 
have decayed. 

The radiations most commonly emitted by radionu
c1ides are alpha particles, beta particles, and gamma 
rays. The principal geological sources of radiation are 
gamma radiation from the ground and buildings and 
mdon gas, which is derived mainly from uranium min
erals in the ground. Terre:itrial gamma rap originate 
chiefly from the radioactive decay of the natural potas
sium, uranium, and thorium, which are widely 
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TABLE I. The Uranium-238 Decay Series 

Nuclide Principal mode of decay Half-life 

2]BU (t. 4.5 x 109 years 
2HTH ~ 24.1 days 
114Pa ~ 1.2 minutes 
IHU 
lJ4TH 

(t. 

(t. 

2.5 x 
7.5 x 

IOS years 
104 years 

22°Ra (t. 1,602 years 
222Rn (t. 3.8 days 
lIBpO (t. 3.1 minutes 
114Pb ~ 26.8 minutes 
"BAt (t. 1.5 seconds 
114Bi (t. 19.9 minutes 
2I 4po (t. I.6 - 104 seconds 
l"TI ~ 1.3 minutes 
llCPb ~ 22.6 years 
llOSi ~ 5.0 days 
ll OpO (t. 138.4 days 
lDoTI ~ 4.2 minutes 
'D6Pb Stable Stable 

distributed in terrestrial materials including rocks, soils, 
and building materials extracted from the Earth. 

There are three naturally occurring radon (Rn) 
isotopes: zI9Rn (actinon), nORn (thoron), and m Rn, 
which is commonly called radon. 219Rn (actinon) has a 
\'ery short half-life of about 3 seconds and this, together 
with its occurrence in the decay chain of 23SU (which is 
only present as 0.7% of natural uranium), restricts its 
abundance in gases from most geological sources. 
Actinon does not escape to air in significant quantities. 
:':!Rn (radon) is the main radon isotope of concern to 

man. It occurs in the uranium-238 decay series (Table 
1), has a half-life of 3.82 days and provides about 50% 
of the total radiation dose to the average person. 222 Rn 
is produced by the radioactive decay of solid radium 
("('Ra). noRn (thoron) is produced in the thorium-232 
decay series (Table II). 22°Rn has been recorded in 
houses, and about 4% of the average total radiation dose 
for a member of the UK population is from this source. 

Nlost of the radon that is inhaled is exhaled again 
before it has time to decay and irradiate tissues in the 
respiratory tract. Radon (m Rn), however, decays to 
form very small solid radioactive particles, including 
polonium-2I8, that become attached to natural aerosol 
and dust particles. These may remain suspended in the 
air or settle onto surfaces. 'Vhen these particles are 
inhaled, they irradiate the Ening of the bronchi in the 

TABLE II . The Thorium-232 Decay Series 

Nuclide Principal mode of decay Half-life 

2J2Th (t. 1.4 x 10 '0 years 
22BRa ~ 5.8 years 
22BAc ~ 6.1 hours 
22BTH (t. 1.9 years 
224Ra (t. 3.7 days 
22°Rn (t. 55.6 seconds 
22opO (t. 0 . 15 seconds 
2I1Pb ~ 10.6 hours 
2I1Bi (t. 36% 60.5 minutes 

~ 64% 
111pO (t. 3.0 x 107 seconds 
lOSTI ~ 3.1 minutes 
107Pb Stable Stable 

lung with alpha particles and this may increase tile risk 
of developing lung cancer. 

B. Measurement of Radioactivity 

There are a number of different ways to measure 
radioactivity. These include (1) the radioactivity of a 
radioactive material, such as radon gas; (2) the dose 
to living tissue, e.g., to tile lungs from solid decay 
products of radon gas; and (3) tile expOSllre caused by 
tile presence of radjoactivity. There are also environ
mental or safety thresholds of radioactivity such as dose 
limit, action level, and reference level, which are lIscd in 
legislation and advice. The U1-Uts of radioactivity and 
dose are sununarized in Tahle III. In tl1e United States, 
radioactivity is commonly measured in pico curies 
(pei), named after the French physicist Marie Curie, 
who was a pioneer in the research on radioactive ele
ments and their decay. In most other countries, and 
throughout this chapter, radioactivity is measured using 
the Sl unit becquerel (Bq). Onc becquerel represents 
one atomic disintegration per second. The level of 
radioactivity in the air due to radon is measured in bec
querels per cubic meter (Bq 111- 3) of air. The average 
radon concentration in houses in Great Britain is 20 Bq 
m-J

, that is, 20 radon atoms disintegrate every second 
in every cubic meter of air. The average in the United 
States is 46Bqm-J

. A lOOO-square foot house with 46 
Bq m-) of radon has nearly 2 million radon atoms decay
ing in it every mjnute. 
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TABLE III . Units of Measurement of Radioactivity and Dose 

Quantity Unit Purpose Comments 

Activity Becquerel (Bq) Measure activity of a radioactive material I Bq = I atomic disintegration per second 

(solid or gas); the International System 

of Units (SI) definition of activity 

Curie In the United States, the activity The curie is based on the rate of decay of one 
(rate of decay) of mRn is expressed gram of 226Ra or 3.7 x 10 10 disintegrations per 

in units called curies second 

Pico curies (pCi) I pCi = one trillionth of a curie; 0.037 

disintegrations per second, or 2.22 

disintegrations per minute 

Radioactivity in Becquerels/m-J Measure average concentration of Average level of radon in houses in 
air or water (Bq m J) radon gas in building or in soil air Great Britain is 20 Bq m-J; in 

Bq/L used to measure radon in water Sweden 108 Bq m- J 

pico curies/L··I Unit used in the United States Average level of radon in houses in the United 
(pCi L- I 

) States is 1.24 pCi L- I equivalent to 46 Bq m-J 

Absorbed dose Gray (Gy) Measure energy per unit mass joule of energy absorbed by I kg of tissue 
absorbed by tissue 

rad Old unit of absorbed dose I rad = 0.01 Gy 

Dose equivalent Sievert (Sv) Measure of absorbed doses caused by Absorbed dose weighted for harmfulness of 

different types of radiation different radiations 

Roentgen Old measure of absorbed dose The rem is being replaced by the Sievert, which 

equivalent man is equal to 100 rem 

(rem) 

Radon levels in outdoor air, indoor air, soil air, and 
groundwater can be very different. Radon in outdoor 
air is generally low (4-8 Bq 111-

3
) but may be as high as 

100 Bq m-J in some valleys when measured in the early 
morning. Radon in indoor air ranges from less than 20 
Bq m-1 to about 110,000 Bq 111-) with a population
weighted world average of 39Bq m " ) and country aver
ages ranging from 9 in Egypt, 20 in the UK, 46 in the 
United States, 108 in Sweden to 140 in the Czech 
Republic (UNSCEAR, 2000). Rldon in soil air (the air 
that occupies the pores in soil) ranges from less than 1 
to more than 2500BqL- I

; most soils in the United 
States contain between 5 and 55 BqL-' radon in soil air. 
The amount of radon dissolved in groundwater ranges 
from about 3 to nearly 80,000 Bq L - I. 

The absorbed dose is the energy absorbed by ,1 unit 
mass of tissue whereas the dose equivalent takes account 
of the relative potential for damage to living tissue of 
the different types of radiation. The dose equivalent is 
the absorbed dose multiplied by a "quality factor," 
which is 1 for beta and gamma rays and 20 for alpha 
particles. This is because alpha particles deposit their 

energy more densely. In additioJl, alpha particles tnUlS

fer all their energy in 'hort distances so that a relatively 
small volume of tissue receives;] high dose of radiation. 
The conunonly used unit for dose equivalent is the 
j'ievcl1 (1 Sv = 1000 millsieverts; mSv) . 

The dose equivalent indicates the potential risk of 
harm to particubr tissues by different radiations , irre
spective of their type or eneq,ry. Ri.rk 7.JJeightillgf{/cto1:\· are 
an approximate measure of the risk to particular parts 
of the body for a given dose equiv'llent. Some parts are 
more susceptible to radiation damage (e.g., IUllgS, bone 
marrow, or gonads). These have higher risk-weighting 
factors than other parts of the body. A.n overall effective 
dose equivalent for the whole body can be calculated from 
the organ dose equivalents and risk-weighting factors. 
The annual effective dose equivalent for the average 
member of the UK population arising from all sources 
is 2.5 mSv, to which exposure of the lungs by radon and 
its daughters contributes about half. Exposure in the 
home to a radon gas concentration of 48 Bq m-1 would 
lead, in the course of a year, to an effective dose equiv
alent of IIllSv (ICRP, 19<)3). In the United States, the 
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;lvenlge person is exposed to an effective dose equiva
lent of ;lpproximately .3 .omSv (whole-body exposure) 
per year from all sources. 

Governrnents set occupational dO.le limits in order to 

ensure that individuals are not exposed to an unaccept
~lble degree of risk from artificial radiation. Occupa
tional levels arc conventionally expressed in working 
level (vVL) units. A Vv1., is any combination of short
li\ed radon daughters (decay products or progeny 'l ~pO, 
. lipb, !1~Bi, and 21~PO) in one liter of air that will result 
in the emission of 1.3 x 10'MeV of potential alpha 
energy. Exposures are measured in working level 
months (\I'/LM). A \NLM is the cumulative exposure 
equivalent to 1 \v'L for a working month (170 hours). 
In SI units, a v\'LM is defined as 3.54111J lltn- (TeRr,' 
J 993). One \v'L is approximately equal to a radon expo
sure of 7500Bqm- ' and 1 \VLM to an average radon 
exposure of about 144 Bq m-J y (on the assumption that 
people spend most of their time indoors) (NRPB, 20(0). 

The International Commission for Radiological 
Protection (ICRP) has recommended that all radiation 
exposures should be kept as Imv as reasonably achievable 
taking into account economic and social factors. IJ1 the 
CK, statutory regulations apply to any work carried out 
in an atmosphere containing 222Rn gas at a concentration 
in air, averaged over any 24-hour period, exceeding 
-WO Bq m- ' except where the concentration of the short
lived daughters of 222Rn in air averaged over any 8-hour 
\\orking period does not exceed 6.24 x 1O-7J111- '. 
The limit on effective dose for any employee of 18 years 
of age or above is 20 mSv in any calendar year. This dose 
limit may he compared with the close to the average 
person in t.he W( of 2.5 mSv, t.he dose of 7.5 mSv to the 
average person living in the high radon area ofCornwall, 
L-K, and 4.5 mSv to the average nuclear worker in the 
L-K. 

In the United States, exposure limits valy by regulat
ing ,lgency and type of worker. The Miners Safety and 
Health Act (MSHA) covers underground miners, 
\\hereas tl1e Occupational S,lfety and ·Health Act 
(OSHA) regulates exposure to 222Rn gas and n2RJ1 
progeny for workers ot.her th,1l1 miners. The NISHA sets 
limits so that no employee can be exposed to air con
tJining mRJl progeny in excess of 1 \""L (100 pCi L - I) in 
;lctive ,vork areas. The MSHA also limits annual expo
sure to "'Rn progeny to less than 4 \VL M per year.

1OSHA limits exposure to eit.her 30pCiL- or 0.33\"'L 
based on continuous workplace exposure for 40 hours 
per week, 52 weeks per year. 

A. I1wnber of occupations have t.he potential for high 
e:q:)()sure to 2!eRn progeny: mine workers, including 
uranium, hard rock, and vanadium; workers remediat

ing radioactive contamin,ned sites, iJ1cluding unnium 
mill sites and mill tailings; workers ~lt underground 
nuclear waste repositories; radon mitigation contractors 
and testers; employees of natural caves; phosphate fer
tilizer plant workers; oil refinery workers; utility tunnel 
workers; subway tunnel workers; construction excava
tors; power plant workers, including geotl1ermal power 
and coal; employees of radon health mines; employees 
of radon balneotherapy spas (waterborne m Rn source); 
water plant operators (waterborne 222Rn source); fish 
hatchery attendants (waterborne mRn source); employ
ees who come in contact with technologically enhanced 
sources of naturally occurring radioactive materials; and 
incidental exposure in almost any occupation from local 
geologic 222Rn sources. 

III. HEALTH EFFECTS OF 

RADIATION AND RADON 

Radiation can interact with tl1e electrons in surround
ing molecules in the cells and induce changes such as 
ionization. Ionization of water molecules Ul organic 
tissues caD alter important molecules in that tissue. 
Radiation can also ionize and produce chemical changes 
in DNA molecules, the basic material that controls the 
structure and function of the cells tl1at make up the 
human body. This G1n lead to bioiogiG1l effects, includ
ing abnonnal cell development, some of which may not 
be seen for some time after radiation exposure. Alpha 
particles are considered to be the most clangerous type 
of radiat.ion. Although they do not penetrate very far, 
tl1e mass and charge of the particles is so high that it 
can cause intense ionization. vVhereas alpha radiation 
cannot penetrate the surface layer of tLIe skin (stTdtum 
corneum), the interior of the lungs lacks a protective 
epidermis so that alpha decay particles emitted by radon 
progeny can damage important molecules in the cells. 
Gamma rays are very penetrative and can cause 
ionization and tissue damage comparable in effect to x
radi:nion, but are usually much more energetic. Pro
vided the radioactive sources remain outside th e body, 
gamma radiation is the greatest problem beGmse it is so 
penetrating, whereas alpha particles are stopped by 
clothjng and the outer layers of the skin. Beta particles 
are intermediate in penetrating power. 

\Vhen radioactive sources are taken into the body 
however, the situation changes markedly. The major 
pathways by which alpha activity enters the human body 
are the ingestion of radioactive elements and inhalation 
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TABLE IV. Principal Decay Properties of Radon e22Rn) and Short-Lived Decay Products 

Main radiation energies and intensities 

o. y 

Radionuclide Half-life MeV % MeV % MeV % 

mRn Gas 3.824 day 5.49 100 
218pO Solid 3.11 min 6.00 100 
214Pb Solid 26.8min 1'.02 6 0.35 37 

0.70 42 0.30 19 
0.65 48 0.24 8 

214Bi Solid 19.7min 3.27 18 0.61 46 
1.54 18 1.77 16 
1.51 18 1.12 15 

214pO Solid L64 x 10-4s 7.69 100 

After Greeh et aI., 1992. 

of radon, and more importantly its daughter products, 
some of which are alpha particle emitters (lIMpo and 
214po). Alpha particles give up their energy to a very 
small volume of tissue ,md can thus cause intensive 
damage, which has been shown to result in cancers. 
Much of the inhaled radon is exhaled and relatively few 
alpha particles are emitted by it within the body. 
However, tile four immediate decay products of 211 Rn 
have short half-lives and are all radioactive isotopes of 
solid elements ('Elble N). The decay products, which 
remain in suspension attached to the snrface of aerosols, 
dust, smoke, or moisture particles, or are unattached, 
may remain in the respiratory system where they may 
become trapped in the lungs and irradiate the cells of 
mucous membranes, bronchi, and other pulmonary 
tissues. Overall doses are due largely to irradiation of 
the bronchial epithelium and secretory cells by alpha 
particles from the short-lived decay products of 222 Rn. 
It is believed that the ionizing radiation energy affect
ing the bronchial epithelial cells initiates carcinogene
sis. As a consequence the main danger is an increased 
risk of developing cancers of the respiratory tract, espe
cially tile lungs. \Vllereas radon-related lung cancers 
occur primarily in the upper airways , radon increases 
the incidence of all histological types of lung cancer, 
including small cell carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, and 
squamous cell carcinoma. The contribution to both 
lung dose equivalent and effective dose equivalent by 
the beta and gamma radiations may be ignored, as they 
are small compared to those from alpha radiati.on. 

It is interesting to note that radon remained a chemi
cal curiosity for decades, even promoted at times as a 
"health-giving" gas at various spas. LlitiaUy radon was 
regarded as a fairly innocuous or even benign compo
nent of geological gases, and its importance as the major 
contributor to tile radioactive dose received by the 
general population has been recognized relatively 
recently. In contrast to the early dramatic effects of high 
radiation doses on humans, which can cause deatll in a 
few days or weeks, or obvious skin damage when a 
limited area of the body is exposed to a high radiation 
dose, the effecl~ of the relatively low doses of namral 
radiation (e.g., cancer) usualJy occur a long time after 
exposure. 

The overall hazard to human health from gamma 
radiation, either indoors or outdoors, is negligible com
pared with the hazard associated with radon. 

IV. R ADO N Epi DEM IO LOGY 

Evidence linking the exposure to high levels of radon 
and an increase in the risk of lung cancer is becoming 
ovenvhelming. Indeed more is known about the health 
risks of radon exposure than about most other human 
carcinogens. A large body of epidemiological data has 
accumulated over several decades relating to smdies of 
the incidence of lung cancer in miners and risk estimates 
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FI G U REf Excess mortality from lung cancer among miners exposed to high levels of radon. WLM =Working Level Month, a unit 
of exposure to radon. (Data from NRPB, 2000.) 

have been derived fr0111 these data (NAS, 1998; NRPB, 
2(00). Supporting evidence comes from experimental 
studies of animals and from radiobiology. 

A. Cohort Studies of Miners 

High death rates from lung cancer recorded in the 
:Vfiddle Ages <lmong millers in Germany and the Czech 
Republic are now recognized as radon-induced. Studies 
of thousands of miners, some with follow-up periods of 
more than thirty ye,lrs, have been conducted in 
uranium, iron, tin, ~lIld fluorspar Lnines in Australia, 
Canada, China, Europe, and the United States. These 
studies consistently demonstrated an increase in lWlg 
cancer incidence with exposure to radon decay prod
ucts, despite several differences in study populations 
and methodologies. The miner studies demonstrated 
that (1) at equal cumulative exposures, low exposures in 
the range of the U. S. E nvironmental Protection 
Agency's (EPA) 4 pCi L-1 (J 48 Bq m-l

) action level over 
longer periods produced greater lung cancer risk th<.ln 
high exposures over short periods; (2) increased lung 
cancer risk with radon exposure was observed even after 
controlling for, or in the <.Ibsence of, other potentially 

confounding mine exposures such as asbestos, silica, 
diesel fumes, arsenic, chromium, nickel, and ore dust; 
(3) increased lung cancer risk has been observed in 
m.iners at relatively low cumulative exposures in tbe 
range of the U. S. EPA's 4pCiL- ' (I48Bqm- J

) action 
level; and (4) nonsmoking miners exposed to radon 
have been observed to have an increasecl risk of lung 
cancer. 

A major reassessment of health information mainly 
on uranium miners from Czechoslovakja, Coloraclo, 
Sweden, and Canada by the IRCP (1993) demonstr;]ted 
a pronounced excess of lung cancers. Nlore recently the 
Sixth Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing 
Radiation (BEIR VI) of the American National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS, 1998) re-analyzed the data 
for miner cohorts and used tbe most recent information 
<.Ivailable to estimate the risks posed by exposure to 

radon in homes. 
Results from I:\velve major epidemiological studies 

involving a total of more th;]D 60,000 miners clearly 
indicate a correlation bel:\veen excess mortality from 
lung cancer and radon exposure (Figure 1). A combined 
analysis of studies on underground miners revealed an 
increase in relative risk from about 2% at a mean expo
sure of 250 vVLM to 10% at 2500 \ I\TLM (Lubin et aI., 
1994). 
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Differences between mine and home environments 
could limit the validity of extrapolating risk estimates 
based on miner data to the home environment. These 
include generally higher 2l2Rn gas concentrations, more 
airborne dust, and larger dust particle diameter in mines 
compared with homes as well as different activity size 
distributions of radon progeny and rates of attachment. 
Other toxic pollutants present in mine air may act as 
confounders. In addition, there are age and sex differ
ences between miners and the general population; 
higher levels of physical activity among miners, which 
affects respiration rates; and more oral (as opposed to 
nasal) breathing in the miners, which leads to increased 
deposition of larger particles into the lung. Miners have 
shorter term high exposure compared with the lifelong 
lower concentration exposure for the general popula
tion. Finally, most miners were smokers compared with 
a minority of the general population. Even allowing 
for these factors, the evidence for a causal association 
between lung cancer and OCcup<ltional radon exposure 
in underground miners is overwhelming (see also 
Chapter 12, this volume). 

B. Case Control Studies of the 
Effects of Domestic Exposure 

Com parison of radon exposures among people who 
have lung C<lllcer with exposures among people who 
have not developed lung cancer is the most direct way 
to assess the risks posed by radon in homes. Nlany 
factors must be considered when designing a domestic 
C<lse control radon epidemiology study. These factors 
include 

1. 	 Mobility: People move a lot over their lifetime 
and it is virtually impossible to test every home 
where all individual has lived; estimates of radon 
exposure have to be used to fill in gaps in exposure 
history. 

2. 	 Housing stock changes: Over time, older homes 
are often destroyed or reconstructed so that radon 
measurements will be not available or vary 
dr<lmatically from the time of occupancy by the 
C,lse; a home's radon level may increase or decrease 
over time if new ventiLltion systems are installed, 
the OCCUp~ll1cy patterns may change substantially, 
or the home's foundation may shift and cracks 
appear. 

3. 	 Inaccllr;]te histories: Often a majority of the lung 
cancer cases (individuals) studied are deceased or 
too sick to be interviewed by researchers. This 

requires reliance on second-hand information, 
which may not be accurate. 

These inaccuracies primarily affect 

1. 	 Residence history: A child or other relative may 
not be aware of aU residences occupied by the 
patient, particularly if the occupancy is distant in 
time or of relatively short duration. Even if the 
surrogate respondent is aware of a residence he or 
she may not have enough additional information 
to allow researchers to locate the home. 

2. 	 Smoking histOlY: Smoking history historically has 
reliability problems. Individuals may underestimate 
the amount they smoke. Conversely, relatives or 
friends may overestimate smoking history. 

3. 	 Other factors: Complicating factors other than 
variations in smoking habits include an individual's 
genetics, lifestyle, exposure to other carcinogens, 
and home heating, venting, and ajr conditioning 
preferences. 

Several such case control (or cohort) studies have 
been completed but they have not produced a definitive 
answer, principally because the risk is small at the low 
exposure of most domestic environments. In addition, 
many people involved in the studies moved a number of 
times so it was difficult to estimate the radon exposures 
that people had received over their lifetimes. The great
est problem, hO'wever, was caused by the fact that far 
more lung cancers are caused by smoking than are 
caused by radon (NAS, 1998). 

Residential epidemiological case-control studies 
examining the relationship bel:\veen contemporary 
l"Rn gas concentrations in homes and lung cancer have 
been performed in Canad<l, China , Finland, Germany, 
Sweden, the UK, and the United States. These studies 
indicate that higher lung cancer rates occur in those 
exposed to higher levels of radon, although in most 
cases this did not reach a statistical level of significance 
(Lubin & Boice, 1997; Darby et ai, 1998). 

Meta-analysis is a statistical attempt to analyze the 
results of several different studies to assess the presence 
or absence of a trend or to summarize results. iVleta
analysis of the largest case control studies produced a 
positive risk estimate that was statistically significant 
and close to that derived from the miner data (Lubin & 
Boice, 1997). The met.l-analysis of eight studies using 
weighted linear regression found a summary excessive 
risk of 14% at an average indoor 221RJ1 gas concentration 
of 4pCiL-1 (l48Bqm-1

). The excess risk at 4pCiL- 1 

(148 Bq m-J
) in recent studies in Germany and the UK 

was in close ,lgreement with risk estimates obtained 
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;'..Olll the meta-analysis. Lubin and Boice (1997) con
_. udecl that the results of tlleir meta-analysis are 
. 1T1 sistent with the current miner-based estimates of 

ng-cancer risk from radon, which place tbe number of 
don-related deaths at approximately 15,000 per year in 

·,..e United States. Because meta-analysis has several 
'nh erent limitations (such as me inability to adequately 
d plore the consistency of results within and between 
,tuclies and to control for confounding factors), meta
n:dysis is not able to prove that residential radon causes 
Wlg cancer. But it docs provide addition ;11 good sllg

:-t:<;tive evidence. 1t is one more link in the "chain of 
;yidence" connecting residential radon exposure to 
ncreased lung cancer risk. Because the investigators 

'Jcrforming a meta-analysis do not have access to the 
rJ \\' data on the individual study subjects, the analysis is 

ased on the published relative risks ,md confidence 
'mervals of the individual studies. Frequently, tile 
mpact of each study is weighted based on some factor 
.onsidered releva nt to the reliability of each study's 
Ja t,]. In the Lubin and Boice (1997) meta-analysis, the 
results of each individual study were weighted so that 
~<i L'h study contributed in relation to the precision (i.e., 
relative lack of random or sampling errors) of its 
c'S tim a te . 

An exposure-rate effect is the alteration of an effect 
y intensity of all exposure. An inverse exposure-rate 

effect would be the enhancement of an effect as the 
intensity of the exposure decreases (i.e., low-level 
hronic exposures would be riskier than high-level more 

Jcute exposures). An "inverse exposure-rate effect" was 
observed in the miner data. This means that for mi ners 
\\ ho received the same exposure, tll0se that received it 
o\'er along-er period of time had a greater risk of lung 
cancer. The inverse exposure-rate effect diminished in 
miners exposed below 50-100 \NLM. The finding that 
~he inverse exposure-rate effect does not seem to apply 
in residential situations will not change the EPA's risk 
Jssessment since the EPA had not included the illVerse 
exposure-rate effect in their latest, 1992 , risk estimate. 

C. Ecological (Geographical) 
Epidemiological Studies 

Ecological epidemiological studies of the aSSOCiatIOns 
'wtween average lung C<lncer r<ltes and radon concen
rations in geographical ::Jreas are considered to be much 

less reliable than case-control studies that consider indi
\-idual radon exposure and smoking histories. A nega
tive correlation between mean radon and lung cancer 
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rates ill counties in the United States (Cohen, 1997) is 
not well understood and the study methodolof,'Y has 
been criticized by epidemiologists (e.g., Lubin, 1998; 
Smith er a1., 1998) (see also Chapter 21, this 
volume). 

D. Extrapolation from Mines to Homes 

\Nhereas it has been suggested that the dose response 
relationship seen in miners may no t extend to the much 
lower levels present in most homes, there appears to be 
sufficient evidence to suggest that a dose threshold for 
radiation carcinogenesis does not apply to lung cancer. 
Ionizing radiation is thought to induce specific gene 
mutations in DNA in single target cells in tissue and , as 
such, act principally at th e initial stage of cancer. The 
number of cells hit by alpha particles will be broadly 
proporti oll<l l to the dose (i.e., the radon concentration 
in a dwelling). The generaJ consensus is that low dose 
(i.e., domestic radiation) cancer risk ri ses in proportion 
to the dose and there is not a threshold below which 
risk may be discounted (l\TRPB, 2000). 

Nlore information about residential exposure to 
radon is needed to answer important questions about 
radon's effect on women and children-groups not 
included in the occupational studies of miners. 
Although children have been reported to be at greater 
risk tllan adults for developing certain types of cancer 
from radiation, currently there is no conclusive evi
dence tllat radon exposure places children at any greater 
risk. Some miner studies and animal studies indicate 
that for the same total exposure, ,1 lower exposure over 
a longer time is more hazardous mall short, high expo
sures. These findings increase concerns about residen
tial radon exposures. 

E. Experimental Studies with Animals 

Results from animal experiments conducted in the 
United States and France are generally consistent 
with the human epidemiological data. Healm effects 
observed in animals exposed to radon and radon decay 
products include lung carcinomas, pull1lonary fibrosis, 
emphysema, and a shortening of tife span (USDOE, 
1988). The incidence of respiratory tract t11l110rS 
increased with an increase in cumulative exposure and 
with a deCl'ease in rate of exposure (NAS, 1998). 
Increased incidence of respiratory tract tumors was 
observed in rats at cumulative exposures as low as 
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20 YVLM (NAS, 19(8). Exposure to ore dust or diesel 
fumes simultaneously with radon did not increase the 
incidence of lung tumors abO\7e that produced by radon 
progeny exposures alone (USD OE, \988). Lifetime 
Illng tumor risk coefficients observed in animals are 
similar to the life time lung cancer risk coefficients 
observed in human studies (USDOE , 1988). In a study 
of rats simultaneously exposed to radon progeny and 
uranium ore dust, it was observed that the risk of lung 
cancer was elev<lted at exposme levels similar to those 
found in homes. T he risk decreased in proportion to the 
decrease in radon-progeny exposure (C ross, 1902). 
Confounding factors such as smoking are more readily 
controllecl in animal experiments and qualitatively con
firmed that radon can indeed induce lung cancer in the 
absence of smoking. 

F. Other Cancers and Radon Exposure 

N o consistent association has been observed between 
nldon exposure and other types of cancer. A combined 
anaJysis of the data from 11 miner cohort studies involv
ing ;llore than (jO,OOO miner. did not find convincing 
links (Darby et a1. , 1995). 0 dear association between 
radon and· childhood cancer (especially leukemiJ) 
emerged from a number of ecological studies, and a 
review of ecological, miner, and cohort studies did not 
find an association between radon and leukemia 
(Laurier et a!., 2001). 

Radon ingested in drinking water lllay lead in some 
circumstances to organs of the gastrointestjnal tract 
receiving the largest dose. Ingested radon is absorbed 
hy the blood. Most of the radon is lost quickJy from the 
bloodstream through the lungs but some will deliver a 
dose to other body organs, especially those with a high 
fat content due to the higher soluhility of radon in fat 
compared with water. Other body organs may be irra
diated to some extent although the doses involved will 
be much smaller. Comparative estimated doses to 
variOllS organs from exposure to radon are indicated in 
Table V. Apart from lung caJ1cer there is no epidemiol
ogical proof of radon causing any other type of cancer. 

v. R ADON H EALTH R ISKS 

Becll!se a valid risk estimate could not be derived only 
from the results of studies in homes, the BEIR VI com-

TABLE v. Estimated Annual Absorbed 
Doses to Adult Tissues From 221 Rn and Its 

Short-Lived Progeny for Domestic mRn 
JConcentration of 20 Bq m-

Tissue Annual dose (flGy y ') 

Lung 500 
Skin' 50- 1000 
Red bone marrow 0.5-6 
Bone surface 0.4--4.4 
Breast 1.2- 1.5 
Blood 1.1 
Liver 2.5 
Kidney 14.4 

• Basal cells at SO ,um in exposed skin. 
From NAS, 1998. 

mittee chose to use data from studies of miners to esti
mate the risb poseel by radon exposures in homes 
(NAS, 19(8). T he committee statistically analyzed the 
data from 11 major studies of underground miners, 
which together involvecl about 68,000 men, of wholll 
2700 have died from lung cancer. A ran O'e of models 
was used to tJy to explain the rela tion hip between 
radon and smoking. In the multiplica tive moelel it is 
assumed that a specific radon exposure will Illultiply the 
base risk rate for smokers and non-smoke rs by the same 
facto r. BEIR VI models take into account total expo
sure, age and duration of exposure or total exposure, 
and age and average radon e;{posure w'ith predicted risks 
at abollt 50% higher under the first of these two models. 
In genera l, the risk of developing lung cancer increases 
linearly as the exposure increases. 

The number of lung cancer cases due to residential 
radon exposure in the nited States was estimated to 

be 15,400 (exposure-age-dnration model) or 21 ,800 
(exposnre-age-concenb·ation model), which is 10-15 % 
of lung cancer deaths . Radon causes 11 (Yt) of lung cmcer 
deaths ,1ll1Ong smokers (most of ""hom die of making) 
but 23% of never- ·mokers. The BEIR VI committee's 
uncertainty analyses using the constant relative risk 
model suggested that the number of IUJlg c(lncer cases 
could range from about 3000 to 32,000. The 95% upper 
confidence limit for the exposure-age-co!1centration 
model was approximately 38,000 hu t it \vas considered 
that such a high uppe r limit was highly unlikely gi\7en 
the uncertainty ciistributions. The major shortcomjngs 
in the existing data relate to estimati ng lung cancer risks 
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near 148Bqm- l (4pCiL- I
) and down to the average U. 

S. iJ)door level of46Bqm-1 (1.24pCiL- '), especia ll y the 
risks to never-smokers. 

.Vlost of the radon-related deaths among smokers in 
the United States wou ld not have occurred if the victi ms 
h<1d not smoked . \ Vherels there is evidence for a syn
ergistic interaction between smoking and radon, th e 
number of cancers induced in ever-smokers by radon is 
greate r than one would expect from the additive effects 
of smoking alone and radon alone. The estimated 
numuer of deaths attributable to radon in combination 
\\-ith cigarette smoking and r<1don alone in never
smokers constitutes a significant public-health prob lem 
,mel makes indoor radon the second leading cause of 
lung cancer after cigarette smoking. 

The BEIR VI committee suggested that about one
third of the radon-attrihuted cases (abou t 4% of the 
total lung cancer deaths) would be avoided if all ho mes 
had concentrations below the EPA's action t,ru ideline of 
148 Bq m -; (4pCiL- '). Of these deaths, abou t 87% would 
be in ever-smokers. Deaths fro m nldon-attribut:lble 
lung cancer in smokers coul d be reduced most effec
tive l~' through reduction in smoking, because most 
of the radon-related de<lths among smokers wou ld not 
have occurred if the victims had not smoked. \t\'hereas 
the relative risks for smokers and nonsmokers is sti ll 
disputed, evidence from miners 'who never smoked 
delll()n~trates a clear relationship between cumulative 
exposure and relative risk. Existing biologic evidence 
indic<ltes that even very low exposure to radon rnight 
pose some risk but that a thres ho ld level of exposure, 
below which there is 110 effect of radon, ca nn ot be 
excluded. 

BETR VI risk models have been used to estimate fatal 
lifetime lllng ca ncer ri sk for lifetime exposure at 200Bq 
Ill-

J (Table VI). This impli es tihlt the 2000-3500 fatal 

TABLE VI . Fatal Lifetime Lung Cancer 
Risks for Lifetime Radon Exposure at 200 
Bq m- 3 Based on BEIR VI Models 

Risk (%) 

General 3-5 
population 
Smokers 10-15 
Non-smokers 1-3 

From NRPB, 2000. 
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lung cancers in the UK are ,mribut<lble to the mean 
domestic radon concentration of 20 Bq m3 of which 
500-1300 would be nonsmokers. The risk could be an 
order of magnitude higher in houses with r3don con
centrations at the current action level of 200 Bl] m-.l, and 
up to 50 tim es higher from li fetime residence in the 
worst affected houses. To put this in perspective, risk of 
death from accidents in the home is 0.7 <X,; risk of pre
111<1ture death from accidents on th e road is 2.5%, while 
th ere is <15-7 .5 % overall risk of lung cancer in the CK 

recen t review (Darby et a!. , 2001) demonstrated that 
over 80% of the radon-rel<lted dea ths in the UK occur 
<1t ages of less tbaJ1 75 and over 80% iJ) smokers or ex
smokers. Controversially, D arby et <ll. (200 1) estimated 
that <lround 90% of radon- induced deaths in the T -:-T/ 

probably occur in response to exposure to radon con
centrati ons below the currently recommended action 
leve l of200 Bqm-J

, of which 57.3% (1304 deaths) C<ln 
be ~lttriburable to residential rad on below 50Bl] m-J . 

T hi s has major implications for the cost-effectiveness of 
government intervention strategies designed to manage 
exposure to radon in the domestic environment. 
The total number of deaths from lung cancer in the 
UK is about 34,000, most of them due directly to 
smoking. 

Dupon (2002) questioned whether radon risk is over
estimated bec<luse only the exposure to inha led r<lclon 
decay products is generally t,lken into account in th e 
determination of risk of radiogenic lung ca ncer in 
uranium miners, whereas the risk actually reflects the 
total dose of radiation received by the lung. Radiation 
dose from sources other than 222 Rn decay products may 
account for 25-75% of the total effective dose, absorbed 
dose, or equivalent lung dose and this varies between 
mines. Neglecting these doses would lead to overesti
111,1tion of risk both through dose underestimation 
and misclassification . Correction for neglected doses 
and dose misclassification wou ld reduce the risk penmit 
of radon exposure by a factor of at least t\W) or three 
and bring the overall dose-effect relationship toward 
tllC no-effect nuJJ hypothesis. This \\"Ould increase 
the likelihood of a radon exposure thresho ld for lung 
C<lncer risk at cu rrent indoor exposure levels (Du port, 
2002). 

The U . S. EPA estimates that radon in drinking water 
causes ,lbout 168 cancer deaths per year, R9% from lung 
C<lncer caused by bre,lthing radon released from water, 
and 11 % from stomach ca ncer caused by drinki.ng 
radon-containing water. In general, raclon released 
from l<1p water and inh,lled will present a greater risk 
than radon in gested through drinking water (NRPB, 
2000). 

http:drinki.ng
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Other 
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Gamma rays (ground and 
buildings) 
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Medical (X-rays, nuclear 

medicine) 


12% 


Food and drink 
12% 

FIGU R E 2 Sources of radiation exposure contributing to average effective dose in the UK. Other =occupation 0.3%. fallout 0.2%, 
nuclear discharges <0.1 %. and products <0.1 %. (UK NRPB data.) 

14% 

VI. SOURCES OF NATURAL RADIATION 

A. Introduction 

The average person in the UK receives an annual effec
tive radiation dose of 2.8 mSv, of which about 85% is 
from natural sources: cosmic rays, terrestrial gamma 
rays, the decay products of 22°Rn and m Rn, <lnd the 
Iutnral f<lc.lionuclides in the body ingested through food 
,mci drink. Of these the major proportion is frol11 geo
logical sources. About 60% of the total natural radia
tion close is from radon isotopes (mostly clue to alpha 
pm·ticle activity) while about 15% is tllOught to be due 
to gamm3 radiation from the U, Th, and K in rocks and 
soils and from building products produced from geo
logical raw materials. X-rays and radioactive materiaJs 
used to diagnose disease are the largest source of artifi
cial exposW'e to people. The average dose due to 
anthropogenic isotopes (radioactive fallout, fuel cycle, 
etc.) is less than 1% of the total annual dose (Figure 2). 
Similar average annual effective closes apply worldwide 
(UNSCEAR, 2000). Ll European countrics, the average 
annual dose from natural sources is 2 mSv in Denmark 
and the UK rising to 3 mSv in Finland and Sweden 
where indoor radon concentrations and gamma radia
tion are much higher (l\TRPA, 2000). 

On an individual basis, me dose would be dependent 
upon where one Ijved, one's lifestyle, and the nature and 

extent of any medical tre;ltment. Most of tile exposures 
to terrestrial gamma rays and to 22t1Rn and 222Rn deccly 
products result from living indoors. Building materials 
are the main source of thoron (220Rn) in room air 
almough a minor contribution comes from soil gas. 
Radon contributes by far tile largest variation in the 
average dose from natural radiJtion sources. 

B. Radon 

The average annu<11 dose to tile UK population from 
radon is 1.2mSv with a range of 0.3 to more than 100 
mSv.ln the most radon-prone area in Great Britain, the 
average person receives a total annual radiation dose of 
7.8 mSv of which 81 % is from radon. The production 
of radon by me radioactive decay of uranium in rock, 
overburden, and soil is controlled primarily by the 
amount of uraniulll witllin me rock-forming minerals 
and their weathering products. The lJ~U decay chain 
may be divided into two sections separated by 226Ra 
(radium), which has a half-life of 1622 years (Table 1). 
E,lriier isotopes mostly have long half-lives, while the 
later isotopes, including radon e22 Rn), have relatively 
short half-lives. Outdoors, radon normally disperses in 
the air whereas in confined spaces sllch as buildings, 
mines, and caves it may accumulate. Radon in indoor 
air comes from soil gas derived from soils and rocks 

Radon 

47% 
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I,eneath a building \vith smaLler amonnts from the 
degassing of domestic water into the indoor air and 
'rom building materials. Soil gas represents the pre
domin<Jnt source of indoor 222Rn gas. Outdoor radon 
conce.ntrations may occasionally reIch potentially 
hnardous levels. For example, air escaping from an 
open uranilUll mine g,lllery in the town of Schneeberg, 
; ermany, contained lip to 10,000 Bq 111-; radon and 
entilation facilities had to be installed to prevcnt 

m gress of this air into an adjacent LlctOry. 
\Vater in rivers a nd reservoirs uSll3lly contai ns very 

Htle radon so homes that use surface water do not have 
J radon problem from their water. \"Tater processing in 
la rge municipal systems aerates the water, which allows 
radon to escape and also deL1Ys the use of \\',lter until 
most of the rem,tining radon has decayed. However, in 
many areas of the U nited States, for example, ground
" Iter is the main water supply for homes and commu
nities. These sm,lll public water works <ll1d private 
dornestic wells often have closed systems and short 
transit ti.mes that do not re.L1l0Ve radon from dIe water 
or permit it to deGlY. In such situations, radon from the 
~ :() I11estic water could add radon to the indoor air. 

Radon from degassing of domestic water accounts for 
;1bout 5% of the total indoor radon for homes that use 
2'w undwater sources in the United States. In some 
(,35es, radon from this source may account for a higher 
proportion of indoor radon. In Maine (U . S.), radon 
concentrations in domestic water wells sometimes 
~xcecd 37,000 Bq L - 1 and more than 10% of private well 
\I ater supplies exceed the action level (740 Bq L- '). 
Radon from the domestjc water supply is inhaled when 
ir is released from the water during showering, washing 
clothes, and washlng dishes. It is estimated that 370Bq 
L-I of radon in the domestic water supply contributes 
Jhout 37 Bq 111- ' to the indoor air of a home. Areas most 
likely to have problems witb radoIJ from domestic water 
o;-upplies include tilOse with high levels of uranium in the 
underlying rocks, such as uraniferous granites. This 
;l$sociation has been observed both in the United States 
,md the UK. In Maine, for example, the aVef<lge for well 
\\ ater in granite areJS is over 500 Bq L- 1

• 

In a study of private water supplies in southwestern 
England, a high proportion derived from granite areas 
exceeds the draft European Union action level of 1000 
Bq L- ' . It was also found that radon concentrat.ions 
\-arieci significantly over the course of a week and 
hetween samples taken several months apart. For water 
from groundwater sources, mean values (hy source type) 
,It the tap were gener'l11y lower than those at the source. 
T his is consistent \vith loss of radon due to degassing as 
',1 result of w,lter turbulence within the supply system 

and natural radioactive decay while the \V~lter is resident 
in the household supply system. All the water sources 
sampled shmNec.l large variahility in r3don concentration 
over the summer sampling period, whereas less pro
nounced variability was observed during the winter 
sampling. A1axirnul11 values were ohserved during the 
summer. 

Building materials generally contribute only a velY 
small percentage of the indoor air '''Rn concentrations. 
However, in some areas, concrete, hlocks, or wallboard 
made usi_ng radioactive shale or waste products ti'om 
uranium milling will make a larger contribution to the 
indoor rad.on. High radjum content and radon exhala
tion rates in concrete and bricks used in some Hong 
Kong buildings with high indoor radon concentrations 
~lre probably c,1Used by the granitic composition of 
aggregates G\Lll1 & Yeung, 1998). In Sweden, 300,000 
houses constructed with radioactive alum shale form the 
world's largest stock of huildings that have used build
ing materials with enhanced radiation. The houses have 
radon concentrations of 100- 400 BCjlll -' and gamma 
radiation levels of 0.3-1.2 JJSv h- I (:'-JRPA, 2(00). High 
effective close r,ltes (7.1-16.7 mSvy-l) for 222Rn and 
n ORn and their progenies have been estimated for eave 
dwellings excavated in loess in the Yan'an area of China, 
reflecting botil exhalation from the loess and reLltively 
poor ventilation (\"Teigand et ai., 2(00). 

C. Gamma Rays From the Ground and 
Buildings (Terrestrial Gamma Rays) 

Everyone is irradiatec.l by g3111m3 rays emitted by the 
radioactive materials in the Earth. Building materials 
extracted from the Earth may also emit gamma radia
tion, so people can be irradiated indoors as well as out
doors. lerrestrial gamma rays originate princip,llly from 
the radioactive decay ofthe natur,ll potassium, uranium, 
and thorium. 'rhese elements are widely distributed in 
terrestrial materials ",-hich include rocks and soils. The 
average annual gamma radiation dose frOID ,Ill tilese 
sources to the population in Great Britain is about 350 
f,lSv with a range of 120- 1200JJSv. 

In general, the ganU11a radjation close is proportional 
to the amount of U, Th, and K in the ground and in 
building m'lterials. VVithin a masonry building, most of 
ti1e gamma radiation is received from the building 
materials, whereas in wooden buildings a larger part of 
the dose is contributed from gamma radi3tion from the 
ground. The average person in ti1e UK spends only 8% 
of his or her time outdoors so the contribution to total 
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radiation dose from the ground is relatively ,mall. The 
bulk of the radiation above the ground surface is derived 
from only the top 30 em or so of soil or rock. Soils 
developed upon radioactive rocks generally have a much 
lower gamma radioactivity than the rock substrate. 
, iVhereas one can predict or identify areas of high geo
logical gamma radioactivity, the resultant dose to the 
population depends on additional factors such as soil 
type, house cons truction , and lifestyle. 

A single K isotope, 4°K, comprising only 0.0119% of 
thc total K, is radioactive. 4°K undergoes branched 
decay producing 40C a and 4°Ar, the latter reaction pro
ducing high-energy gamma rays. U raniull1 consists of 
two main isotopes (m U and 1l5U). Becaus W u COlll

prises o nly 0.72% of the total U it may, for practical 
purpose, be ignored. Isotopes in the later section of the 
2J R decay series (T<lble I) include the bismuth isotope 
(HBi), which contributes most of the gamma activity of 
the decay series. As 22°Ra is chemicIIJy very different 
from U, it is possible in namrai processes for the two to 
become separated so that the 11oRa, and its daughter 
products are unsupported by the parent U. In addition , 
radi oactive elements in the rock fragments and derived 
minerals in the weathered overburden are diluted with 
organic lI1atter and water. Thus there may not be a 
simple relationship between the measured gamma ray 
flux and the U content. 

Many of the daughter isotopes of 2lHU and 231Th are 
gamma active. ,uwn is the main gamma active daughter 
product derived from 231Th, and this takes 70 years to 
reach secular equilibrium in the ,31Th decay series. 
Potassium gives rise to a prompt gamma ray in which 
the intensity is directly related to the potassium con
centration. On avenlge potassium is much more abun
dant than thorium which, in nIrI1, is more abundant 
than uranium . However, the specific gamma activities 
are such that, o n average, approxim,ltely equivalent 
gamma emissions are observed from potassium and the 
deeay series of uranium and thorium. 

Areas of high natural radiation include areas of 111on
,lzite sands in Brazil, China, Egypt, and India; volcanic 
rocks in Brazil and Italy; uranium mineralization in 
France, the u'K, ,1l1d the United States; and radiulll
enriched karst soi ls developed over limestones in 
Switzerland, the UK, and the United States 
(UNSCEAR,2000). 

D. Food and Drink 

Radioactive materials even occur in food. Potassiull1-40 
in particular is a major source of interna l irradiation. 
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Naniral r,ldioactivity in the hum,lI1 diet gives an average 
al1nU<ll dose of 300 ~Sv each year of which 180 ~Sv is 
from 4(l\:.. The range for all internal radiation sources in 
Great Britain is 100-1000 ~lSV per ,1I111Ulll. Shellfish 
concentrate radioactive ma terials so that, even when 
there is no man-lI1ade radioactivity, people who 
consul lIe large quanti ties of mussels, cockles, or winkles 
can receive a dose from naniral radioactivity in food that 
is about 50% higher t11an average. Apart from restrict
ing intake of shellfish, there is very liltie possibility of 
reducing the slDall exposure to nanll·a l radioactivity 
froll1 food. 

E. Cosmic Rays 

Approximately 10% of the average annual radiation 
dose is from cosmic r<l)'s CEIhle Vtl), although this 
increases with la titude and altitude. The average dose 
from cosmic r,ldiation received each hour rises from 
0.03 ~Sv at sea level, to 0.1 ~ISV in Mexico City (altitude 
of 22S0 rn) , and 5 ~Sv at the cmising altitude for com
mercial jet aircraft (10,000 m). Polar and mountain 
dwellers, aircrews, and frequent air travelers therefore 
receive higher doses of cosmic radiation. Little can be 
done about cosmic radiation because it readily pene
trates ordinary buildings and aircraft. The average 

TABLE VII. Sources of Radiation for Average Person 
in the UK 

Source Annual dose (%) 

Natural sources 87.0 

Radon e 22 Rn) gas from the ground 47.0 

Thoron e1oRn) from the ground 4.0 

Gamma rays from the ground and building 14.0 

materials 

Food and drink 12.0 

Cosmic rays 10.0 

Artificial sources 13.0 

Medical 12.0 

Nuclear discharges 0.1 
Work 0.2 

Fallout 0.4 
Miscellaneous 0.4 

From NRPB, 1989. 
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annual dose from cosmic rays in Great Britain is 
150!lSv, w'ith a r,lI1gc of 200-300!lSv. 

VlI . M EASUREME N T OF RAD ON 

. \ . Radon Testing ill the H ome 

Although rJdon cannot be seen or smelled, it can be 
measured rehltively easily \vith the proper equipment. 
T he most C0l111110n procedures for measuring radon 
make use of the fact that it is the only natural gas that 
emits Jlpha particles, so if a gas is separated from asso
ciated solid and liquid ph.ases any measurcments of its 
radioactive properties rehlte to radon or it<; daughte r 
products. In the U nited States, radon in homes is 
usually measured using inexpensive do-it-yourself 
radon test kits, which are available by mail order and in 
maJ1Y retail outle ts or by hiring a U. S. EPA q11alified 
or state-certified radon tester. The EPA recommends 
that all homes he tested for radon helow the third Hoor. 

Common short-term test devices are charcoal canis
ters, alpha track detectors, liquid scintillation detectors, 
electret ion chambers, ,mel continuous 1l10nitors. 
short-term testing de\"ice remains in the home for 2- 90 
days, depending on the type of device. Because radon 
levels tend to valT from cLly-to-day and seaS01.1-tn
season, a long-term test is more likely than a short-term 
test to measure the bome 's year-round average radon 
level. If results ,Ire needed quiclJy, however, a short
term test followed by a second short-term test m il)' be 
used to determine the severity of the radon probl em. 
Long-term test devices, comparable in cost to devices 
for short-term testing, remain in the home for more 
tllan three months. A long-term test is more likely to 

indicate the home's year-round average radon level th;ll) 
.1 short-term test. Alpha track detectors and electJ"et ion 
detectors are the most common long-term test devices. 

Charcoal emister and liquid scintillation detectors 
contain small quantities of activated charcoal. Radon 
;lnd its decay product~ .l re adsorbed onto the charcoal 
and ;Ire measured by counting with a sodium iodide 
detector or a liquid scintilbtion counter. Radou 
'ldsorbed at the heginning of the exposure decays away 
after a few days so the duration of the measurement is 
restricted and the device does DOt measure tlle true 
average exposme. C harcO,ll detectorS are suitable ouly 
for short-term tests when results are required urgently 
and a less ,ICCUJ"lltC measurement is acceptable. The 
result should be well below tl1e action level before it can 
be concluded that the annual average concentration will 

also be below tlle action level. Ambiguous short-term 
measurements should be foll owed up by a long-term 
measurement (J\TRPB, 2000). 

Alpha (etched) track detectors contain a small sheet 
of plastic that is exposed for a period of one to three 
months. Alpha particles etch the plastic as they strike 
it. These marks are then chemically treated and are 
usually counted automatically under a microscope to 
determine the radon concentration. Etched track detec
tors are relatively cheap and suitable for long-term 
measurement and are usua.Lly deployed for a period of 
three months. 

Electret ion detectors contain an electrostatically 
charged TeHon disk. Ions are generated by the decay of 
radon strike and reduce the surface voltage of the disk. 
By measuring the voltage reduction, the radon concen
tration can be calculated. Allowance must be made for 
ionization caused by natural background radiation. 
D ifferent types of electret are available for measure
ments over periods of a few clays to a few months. The 
detectors must be handled carefully for accurate results. 

Continuous monitors are active devices tl1at need 
power to fu.nction. They require operation by traiDed 
testers ,md work by continuously measuri.ng and record
ing the amount of radon in tl1e home. These devices 
sample the a.ir continuously and measure either radon 
Of its decay products (NRPB, 2000). 

A rigorous procedure mllst be followed for short
term tests if relatively reliable results are to he obtained. 
For example, doors and windows must he closed 12 
hours prior to testing and throughout the testing 
period. T he test should not be conducted during unusu
ally severe storms or periods of unusually high winds. 
The test kit is normally placed in the lowest lived-in 
level of the home, at least 50 em above the floor, in a 
room that is used regularly, but not in the kitchen or 
bathroom where high humidity or the operation of an 
exhaust fan could affect the va]jdity of the test. At tl1e 
end of the test period, the kjt is mailed to a laboratory 
for ~lllajysis; results are mailed b,lCk iJl ,1 few weeks. 
If the r~sult of the short-term test exceeds 100 Bq rn- l 

then a long-term test is normally recommended. 
Remediation of the home is recommended if the radon 
concentratjon exceeds certain levels (150 Bq m-3 in 
LlL\:embourg and the United States; 200 Bqrn-1 

in AustJ·alia, Israel, Syria, and the In<; 400 Bq m - ) in 
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Greece, and 
Sweden). 

Radon levels are highest in winter so seasonal cor
rections have to be applied to estimate the average 
annual radon level. In workplaces, consideration needs 
to be taken of work practices and the building design 

http:measuri.ng
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and use. For small premises at least one measurement 
should made in the two most frequently occupied 
ground Aoor rooms. In larger buildings at least one 
measurement is rcquired for every 100m2 floor area. 

B. Indoor Radon Measurement 
Validation Scheme 

Grcat C<1re is required in the interpretation of radon 
monitoring results beC<1l1Se the rate at which radon is 
reie<lsed into buildings is controlled by a complex series 
of factors, which requires monitoring equipment to be 
located in the right place over a prolonged period to 
take account of temporal varinions. Validation schemes 
are required to (1) ensure organiz~ltions me.lsure radon 
within an acceptable degree of uncertainty; (2) deter
l11ine that detectors are handled in an appropriate 
fashion both before and after the detectors have been 
with householders; and (3) ensure minimum standards 
in how results are interpreted and presented , which 
includes requiring the use of the seasonal variation 
factors. In the United States, the EPA operates a 
voluntary i'\ational Radon Proficiency Progr.lm that 
evaluates radon measurement comp,l11ies and the test 
services they offer. Both the UK NRPB and the U. S. 
EPA recommend that testing services be purchased 
from certified org~lllizations. 

C. Measurement of Radon in Soil Gas 

:Vleasurement of r,ldon in soil gas using pumped moni
tors is reco1llmended as the most effective method for 
assessing the radon potential of underlying rocks, over
burden, and soil. Instnlments for the determination of 
soil gas radon :1re generally based upon either an extrac
tion method, using a "pump monitor" device for trans
ferring a sample of the soil gas to a detector, or simply 
emplacing the detector in the ground (passive methods). 
In the former method, a thin rigid tapered hollow tube 
is usually hammered into the ground to :1 convenient 
depth, which causes minimulll disturbance to the soil 
profile. Detection of radon is usually based upon the 
zinc sulfide scintillation method or the ionization 
chamber. Alpha particles produce pulses o f light when 
they interact with zinc sulfide coated on the inside of a 
plastic or metal cup or a glass flask (Lucas cell). These 
may be counted using .1 photomultiplier and suitable 
counting circuit.ry. Because the radon isotopes are the 
only alpha-emitting gases, their concentration may be 
determined accurately using relatively simple equip

ment. Because of the different half-lives of these ISO

topes and their immediate daughter products, it is pos
sible to calculate the activities of radon and thoron. The 
equipment is relatively robust for field use and is 
designed for rapid changing of the cell when it becomes 
contaminated. The large number of instruments pro
duced attests to its suitability for field use. The con
centration of radon in soil gases is usually sufficient that 
the level may be determined relatively fast; a matter of 
a few minutes generally suffices. 

Radon can abo be measured by emplacing alpha track 
detectors in the ground. Holes may be dug with an 
auger or drill to a depth of at least 0.5 m and preferably 
1.0 Ill. Holes are normally lined with plastic piping in 
which the detector is emplaced and the top of the pipe 
sealed . The detectors are normally taped to the bottom 
of a plastic cup, which is inverted before burial. The 
detector is then recovered 3-4 ·weeks later. This proce
dure is used when long-term monitoring is required to 
overcome problems of short-term variation in radon 
concen tra tion. 

Although alpha track detectors overcome many of the 
problems associated with temporal variation in radon 
fluxes, they are time-consuming to emplace, requiring 
two visits to each site, with all the problems in reoccu
pying the site. More important, they require a labora
tory processing stage. In practice they are generally not 
favored for primary investigations, although they do 
have an important role to play at later stages. They are 
also sensitive to thoron, but the presence of a polyeth
ylene film seal, at a distance of about 5 em frolll 
the detector, reduces the amount of short half-lived 
thoron while having a negligible effect on radon. The 
polyethylene film allows radon but not water vapor to 
diffTlse. \Vater droplets on the surface of the film may 
also affect the recorded alpha counts and water vapor 
absorbers lllay need to be introduced into the sampling 
device. 

C. Measurement of Radon in Water 

Radon has a high partition coefficient (gas to water) so 
that the passage of fine gas bubbles through water 
provides an efficient means of extraction. The gas may 
be drawn into an evacuated Lucas cell. Alternatively a 
sealed re-circulating system may be set up. Very careful 
attention must be paid to the timing of both degassing 
and counting and careful calibration of the procedure 
with standardized radon solutions is required. Other 
methods require expensive equipment and laboratory 
processing. For example, the radon daughter lHBi pho

http:circuit.ry
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topelk emission can be measured using either a sodiul1I 
iodide scintillation crystal or a high-resolution, lithiul1l
drifted gennanjuJ'l1 semjcollductor detector. 

D. Measurement of Radon in Solid Materials 

One of the solid daughter products of radon is 2HBi. 
This emits high-energy gamma radiation ~It l. 76 MeV. 
G,1ll1ma spectrometric determinations of uranium in 
the field and laboratory often make use of this photo
peak on the assumption that the decay chain is in 
equilibrium and therefore this measurement provides 
,\11 effectivc total radon determination. If the parent 
uranium mineral is resistant to weathering (e.g., 
thorium- and REE-rich uranium oxides and silicates, 
monazites, zircons, etc.) then the radium \viU tenel to be 
in secular equilibrium with the uranium. Ll such min
enlls the radon loss is normally low and gamma spec
O'Oll1etric measurements give a good indication of the 
uranium contents. The measurement of radon release 
from solid samples requires an alternative method. 
Radon release from disaggregated samples (soils, stream 
secliments, and nnconsolicLlted aquifer sands) may be 
dctermineel by agitating a slurry of the material with 
distilled water in a sealed glass container, allowing a 
period of about 20-30 days for the generation of radon 
from radium, and then mcasuring the radon in the 
aqueous phase using a liquiel scintillation counter. 
Em,\l1,ltion of radon from solid rock samples c<m be 
determined using a similar method. 

VIII. FACTORS CONTROLLING RELEASE 

AND TRANSFER OF RADON GAS 

:Vlost radon remains in rocks ,md soil and only some of 
that near a free surface is relcased. Soil gener<Illy 
releases more radon th~\ll rock, ;IS its constituents are 
more comminuted. The rate of release of radon from 
rocks and soils is largely controlled by the uraniulIl 
concentration and by the types of minerals in which 
the uranium occurs. Once radon gas is released from 
minerals, the most important factors controlling its 
migTation and accumulation in buildings inclucle (1) 
transmission charactcristics of the bedrock including 
porosity and permeability; (2) the nature of the carrier 
fluids, including carbon dioxide gas, surface water, and 
groundwater; (3) we'lther; (4) soil chanlcteristics includ
ing permeability; (5) house construction characteristics; 
and. (6) lifestyle of house occupants. 

A. Mineralogical Effects 

The main mineralogical factors affecting the release of 
radon ,Ire the solubility, internal structure, ,md specific 
surface area of uranium-bearing minerals. "Cranium is 
very seldom homogeneously distributcd throughout 
rocks and soils. :'I1ost of the uraniulll in rocks can be 
attributed to discrete uraniulll-be<lring minerals, even 
when there is only a few lI1g·kg-1 of uranium present. 
Because radon is ;1 gas with a limited half-life, its 
chances of escaping from the parent mineral are much 
greater if it is generated from grain margins. Other 
important controls are the openness of and imperfec
tions in the internal structure of the mineral and the 
specific surface area of the miner,ll grains. 

The release of radon is generally controlled by alpha 
p,lrticle recoil mechanisms, which tend to expel radon 
from radium derived from ur,llliuI1l-be,lring minerals . 
iVInst of the r,lelon remains within the mincral to deC<ly 
again to solid products. Only a very small proportion of 
thc radon generateel can be released by recoil. The loca
tion of the radium atoms in thc min er,ll grains and the 
elirection of the recoil of the radon atoms \vill determine 
whether the newly formed radon atoms enter pore 
sp,lces between mineral gnlins. Elctors such as the spe
cific sllrElce area, the sh'lpe, degree of fracturing, imper
fections, and even radi ,ltion-induced damage of the host 
uranium-bearing mineral affect thc efficiency of radon 
expulsion. Because uranium minerals have high den
sities, the recoil range is usually low. However, if radium 
is present in intergranular films then recoil r,llIges 
varying bctwccn 20 and 70)1111 would OCCllr. The frac
tion of radon, produced by Lldiull1 decay, th,\t escapes 
from rock or soil (called the emanation coefficient) is 
dependent on the surface area of the source material. 
Eman,\tion coef6.cients are greater for rocks than min
erals, whereas soils usually have the highest valucs. If 
\vate r is present in the pore space, howevcr, the moving 
radon ,ltoll1 slows very quickly ,Iml is morc likely to stay 
in the pore sp'lce. 

Diffcrences in the uranium-be,lring mincrals, and 
especi'llly in the solubility of the major uranium-bearing 
minerals, control the amount of raelon releaseel. In 
SOllle granites, for example, much of thc ur;mium is 
found in the mineral uraninite (uraniull1 oxide), which 
is easily wC<lthcred, especially ncar the surface, "Cranium 
is IIIore soluble in water so it is removed from the origi
n,t! mineral site, but the rei<ltively insoluble radium, 
\vhich is the ill1mediate p,lrent of radon gas, remains in 
a mixture of iron oxides and clav minerals . This ma
terial is a highly eH1cient radon generator because of the 
high specific surface area of thc radium-bearing phase. 
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Radon generated from the radium can escape into the 
fluid phase with high effici ency thus facilitating its rapid 
mi gration to the surface. An inert gas, radon is relatively 
1111<1ffected by chemical buffering reactions that often 
control the generation of other gases in rocks and the ir 
weathering products. In contrast, uranillm in other 
gra nites may occur in chemically resista nt high-thorillm 
ura ninite, zircon, monazite, and apatite, ,1 11 of which lib
erate Jess r,ldon. 

The mineral associations t~; pically found in sedimen
tary rocks differ significantl y from those in granites . In 
carbonife rous limestone of northern Eng land , for 
exampl e, uranium is relative ly uniformly distributed ,111(\ 

associated with fi nely divided organic matter in th e 
matrix of bioclastic limestones (usually <10 mg kg-I C), 
although it may also he concentrated in stylolites, which 
typic~'llly cOJ1t<lin 20-()0 mg kg-lu. Even though the 
overall concentr,ltion of C in the limeston es is below 
2 mg k~( I , high radon emissions are proba bl )' derived 
from radium deposited on the slJrfaces of fractures and 
cavities. The high specific surface area of the radium 
permits efficient release of radon and hig h migration 
rates arc promoted by the hi gh permea bility of the lime
stone. In addi tion, uranium and radium are concen
trated in residual soil overlying limestone. Radium is 
sometimes preferenti<llly concentrated in soil organic 
l11ateri~I , which has a high emanation coefficient 
(Greeman & Rose, 19%). In hL1 ck shales in the UK, 
uranium is located mainly in the fine -grained mud 
ma trix, where it may be present at levels up to 

20 mg kg-I C", and also in organic-rich bands at concen
tJ'ations Lip to 40 mg kg I U. ~Much higher uranium con
centrations have heen reported from the Chattanooga 
shale ill the U nited St,ltes (20-80I1lgkg - I

) , the 
Dictyonem<l shale ill Fstonia (3 0- 300 mg kg·- I), an d the 
alum shale in Sweden and l'\Ot\V<ly (50- 400 mg kg- I). 
Craniulll is rare in detritJ.1 phases and may :lisa be 
remobilized and adsorbed on iron oxides. In sa ndstones, 
uranium is concentrated in primary detrital miner<1ls, 
such as apntite and zircon, whi ch can contain high con
centrntions of U (> 100mgkg- I

). Uranium may also be 
adsorbed onto Fe oxides in the matrix of s<1I1dstone or 
its weathering products. Emission of radon from sa nd
stones is restr icted by the rebtively low specific surf:'lcc 
area of the urani um minerals and appears to he more 
dependent upon fracturing of the rock. 

B. Transmission Characteristics of Bedrock 

Although the generation of high levels of radon is ulri
mately dependent upon the concentration of uranium 

:lnd upon the nature of the parent min eral, the trans
mission of radon gas to the surface is largely independ
ent of these characteristics (Akerblom & Mellandcr, 
1997). Once the radon is released from the pan:nt 
millen11 into the space between mineral gr,lins (the 
intergranular region) other f~ cto rs take over. T he most 
notable o f these are (1) the fluid transmission char
acteristics of the rock including permeability, porosity, 
pore size distribution, and the nature of any fracmres 
,1nd disaggregation feamres ano (2) the degree of water 
retention (s<1mration) of the rocks. Faults and other 
fracmres permit the efficient transmission of radon gas 
to the surface. The presence of fau lts with their 
enhanced fluid flow frequ ently results in high radon in 
soil gases (Ba ll et al., 1991 ). 

C. Carrier Fluids 

Radon re,ldily diffuses into pores and cavlt.les from 
mineral surf<lces. However, its relatively .,hort half- life 
(3.8 days) limits the di stance over which djffusion may 
occur. In highly permeable dry gnlVel, n1don has 
decayed to 10% of its origin~l concentration over a dif
fusion lengtll of 5 In (l JNSCEAR, 20(0). In more 
normal soils, which are generally moist this distance 
would be substantially less. Diffusive 122Rn in soil gas 
can be determined from the specific 22{'Ra activity, spe
cific density, effective porosity, and radon emanation 
coefficients of soils and rocks (vVashington Rose, 
1992). In caves, radon concentrations o f approximately 
100 Bq Ill .! would be expected if radon were generated 
hy diffusion from solid limestone wi th 2.2 mg kg- IU. 
However, the enhanced concentration of radon in caves 
suggests that structurally controlled convective trans
port o f radon in fluicl s along faults, shear zones, caverns, 
or fractures is more significant than diffusive transport. 
Transportation of radon in this wa ' may exceed 100111. 

Following radon release , mignltion in carrier fluids, 
such as carbon dioxide gas or water, is considered to be 
the dominant means of gas transmission to the surface. 
Rado n release is higher in rocks that have a high surface 
area in contact wi til groundwater. Once released from 
the uranium minerals, radon migr3tion is dependent 
upon the fluid fl ow char<lcterisrics o f tht: rock and soil. 
In water, convective or pressure gravi ty flow mecha
nisms can influence migration of the radon, whereas in 
a gas the transport may be controlled by the diffusion 
characteristics o f the carrier gas. \Vate r flow below the 
water table is generally relatively sl w as is ground
water transport in the soil 'lquifer «1 - 10cl11 per day). 
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Thus all hydraulically transported radol) will have 
JeG1\'ed over a distance of less than 1-2 m. Radon is 
likely to be carried away more quickly by fluids in areas 
of penne,lble rocks such as limestones. The carrier 

fJect may also be import,l nt for other rock types. 
C arbon dioxide may collect radon gas in the unsatu
rated zone and transport it along fractures, fissures, and 
fuults. In situations where the carbon dioxide flux is 
high, such as in active volcanic areas, radon may be 
~I ther diluted or enhartced because of rapid tnlllsport 
!TOIl1 the generation zune to the surface. 

Radon in surface water is not generally accompanied 
b~' dissolved nldiulJ1. Tn surface stream waters, the radon 
c())1centration appears to be more closely related to the 
radium concentration of the stream sediment. However, 
we radon concentration in surface streams is usuallv far 
too low for more than a very small degree of transfer 
Jcross the air/water interf~lce to occur, unless a gas 
phnse is introduced. Radon dissolved in subsurface 
nu ids migrates over long distances along fractures and 
ca \erns depending on the velocity of fluid flow. Radon 
i , so luble in water and may thus be transported for dis
ances of up to 5 km in streams flowing underground in 
Imestone. Radon remains in solution in the wner until 
g,lS phase is introduced, for example, by turbulence or 

h~ pressure release. If emitted directly into the g,ls 
ph;lse, as 111,ly happen above the water table, the pres
en ce of a cllTier gas, sllch as carbon dioxide, would tend 
w induce migration of the radon. This appears to be the 
ease in certain limestone formations, where under
ground caves and fissures enable the rapid transfer of 
the gas phase. 

D. \,yeather 

The principal climatic factors affecting radon concen
-:rations are barometric pressure, rainfall, and wind 
·t: locity. In the absence of a less permeable hurnic or 
~Ia~ · rich topsoil, radon concentration in soil gas varies 
tircctly with barometric pressure, and to a lesser extent, 
n \ ersely with wind speed. \Nhere the topsoil is fin er 
IT.l ined and more humic, the effects of barometric pres
~lrC and wind velocity are reduced to a marginal role. 
T he extent to which rainfaU affects radon concentra
:lons depends on the permeability of the soil. For per
'1cable soils, nldun concentrations are only affected 
uring precipitation when S<l turation of sIllall pore 
aces with moisture effectively prohjbits the rapid out

,. _l>sing of radon from the soil. This causes the buildup 
Jf radon below the Illoisture-saturated surface laye r and 

increases of an order of magnitude are sometimes 
observed. Prolonged r3infall may penetrate deepl y and 
se<ll the pore spaces in the soils to a considerable depth. 

A similar buildup of radon is often obsen1ecl during 
the night when dew forms on the surLlce and this can 
resuJt in a twofold increase in soil gas alpha activity. 
Sealing of the pore spaces by near-surface rnoishlre can 
result in temporary entrapment of radon in soil gases, 
with ,) signifiGlI1t increase in total gamma activity from 
radon daughters (lHBi). Dry conditions cause clay-rich 
soil s to dry out and to frachlre, allowing easier egress 
for the soil gases and hence an increase in radon activ
ity ,It the soil surface. Seasonal variation in soil pore 
radon concentration was observed by Rose et al. (1990) 
who found that the radon concentration tended to be 
lower in the winter and higher in the summer, often 
v<lrying by a factor of 3-10. The variation was attrib
uted largely to changes in the soil moisture content with 
more rado n held in solution in the soil pore ·water 
during the winter. The variation is greater in the soil 
above 70 cm depth th8n below this depth, presllmably 
due to greater short-term fluctuations in soil moishlre 
content. This suggests that radon in soil gas measure
ments should be t,lken at depths greater than 70 cm in 
order to reduce the effects of temporal v,lriations caused 
by rainfall. 

Although barometric pressure and rainfall obviously 
cause temporal va riation in radon concentration (in(li
cateel by alpha activity), it is encouraging to note th3t 
the soil gas radon fluxes in areas that are not mineral
ized appear to be relatively uniform. Various rock types 
have been tested and the site variation is often less than 
that between adjacent rock types. This is particularly 
irnport,lI1t for radon potential mapping based on the 
measurement of radon in soi.l gas. 

E. Soil Charactedstics 

The principal soil properties that influence the concell
tI'ation of radon in soil gas, including the rate of release 
of radon and its transfer through soils, are soil perrne
ability and soil moisture. In general soil permeability 
depends on such factors as soil texture , structure, 
median pore diam ete r, pore size distribution, pore 
volume, packing density, soil bulk density, and grain 
size. Soil mineralogy is an important factor controlling 
soil gas radon concentrations; ill some C,lses, organically 
bound 22(,Ra can be a principal SOllrce of l21 Rn in soil gas 
(Greeman et aI., 1990; G reeman & Rose, 1990). Radon 
volume activity increases with the percentage of coarse 
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material in the soil thus confirming the general corre
lation between radon fluxes and soil permeability. In 
general, coarse gravelly soils will tend to have higher 
radon fluxes than impermeable clay soils. However, 
humic and clay soils may be impermeable in the winter 
when samra ted with water or filled with ice if the 
ground is frozen, and during very dry periods they may 
crack and behave in a permeable manner. Soil perme
ability and rainfall (soil saturation) exert a considerable 
control on radon concentrations in hOllses. Soil penne
ability generally closely reflects the permeability of the 
underlying rocks and superficial deposits such as glacial 
till, alluvium, or gravel. Radon diffuses more slowly 
through water than air, so water-saturated soils impede 
the diffusion of radon enough for it to decay to harm
less levels before it has diffused more than 5-10cm. 
Consequently, radon from water-saturated soils is 
unlikely to enter buildings unless it is transported in 
other gases such as c;lrbon dioxide or methane. 

It is import<lnt to remember that whereas the top 
meter of the soil profile is generaiJy removed during tlle 
construction of foundations for a dwelling, only a few 
centimeters of topsoil are removed from the remainder 
of the subfloor space. Indeed, in many cases the soil 
profile beneath <I dwelling will not be unduly influenced 
by temporal variations in rainfall. The influence of the 
geochemistry and permeability of the bedrock or over
burden beneath a dwelling on the potential for radon 
emissions from tl1e ground may be greater than near
surface soil properties. 

Only 10-50% of the radon produced in most soils 
escapes from the mineral grains and enters the pores. 
Soils in the United States gener<llly contain between 5 
and 80BqL-1 of radon. Drier, highly permeable soils 
and bedrock-such as limestones, coarse glacial 
deposits, and fracmred or cavernous bedrock, and hiLl 
slopes-are usually associated with relatively high levels 
of indoor radon. The permeability of tl1e ground 
permits radon-hearing air to move greater distances 
before it decays, and thus contributes to high indoor 
radon even if tl1e radon content of soil gas is in the 
normal range (5-50 Bq L - I). 

IX. R ADON MI GRATION PATHWAYS 

\Vhen considering I/{itllra/ migration p(ftll7!)ays, it should 
be noted that although the general direction and posi
tion of planar discontinuities and openings including 
bedding planes, joints, shear zones, and faults can be 

determined by detailed structural mapping, the precise 
location of such migration pathways is often difficult to 
establish, especially if the area is covered with soil or 
drift. In the United States, high radon is associated with 
U-enriched shear zones in granites, which are charac
terized by high radon in soil gas and groundwater. 
Indeed, some of the highest indoor radon levels in the 
United States are associated with sheared Lmlt zones. 
Similar obsenrations have been made in southwest 
England. Radon and other gases are known to concen
trate and migrate upward along faults and through caves 
and other solution cavities. However, natural cavities 
such as potholes and swallow holes in limestone would 
also be difficult to locate precisely due to their irregu
lar and relatively unpredictable disposition. 

Al1ifuial pat/nvays underground include mine work
ings and disused tunnels and shafts. Radon concentra
tions in old uranium mine workings are commonly 
10,000-60,000 Bq m- 1 and can be as high as 7, 100,000 
Bq 111- . 

1 (Gilmore et aI., 2001). High radon is known to 
be associated with gassy ground overlying coal-bearing 
rock strata. In addition, relatively randomly orientated 
and distributed blasting and subsidence fracmres wiJl 
affect areas underlain by mined strata. The sites and dis
position of recent coal rnine workings in some countries 
may be obtained ii'om mine records, although tl1ese may 
not be reEable. Other artificial pathways related to near
surface installations include electricity, gas, water, 
sewage, and telecommunications services, the location 
of which may be obtained from the local service agen
cies. Land drains provide another potential migration 
pathway. The detection and prediction of migration 
patl1\vays is difficult and may be imprecise, although a 
detailed geological and historical assessment togetl1er 
with appropriate radon gas monitoring and a detailed 
site investigation should provide a re<lsonable assess
ment of the source and radon gas migration pathways. 
Information on the local geology may be obtained from 
maps, memoirs, boreholes, and site investigation 
records. 

X. FACTORS AFFECTI NG 

RADON IN B UILDI N GS 

The design, construction, :Jnd ventilation of the home 
affect indoor radon levels. R<ldon can enter a home 
through cracks in solid floors and w<llls below con
struction level; through gaps in suspended concrete ~1I1c1 
timber floors and around service pipes; and through 
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1
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FIGUR E 3 Routes by which radon enters a dwelling. (Reproduced with permission from CRC Ltd., publishers of BR211, BRE, 
1999.) 

crawl spaces, cavities in walls, construction joints, and 
small cracks or pores in hollow-block walls (Figure 3). 
Radon concentrations are generally highest in base
ments and ground floor rooms that are in contact with 
the soil or bedrock. Air released by well water during 
showering and other household activities may also con
tribute to indoor radon levels, although this generally 
makes a relatively small contribution to the total radon 
level. 

\Vhel1 consu'ucting a house with a basement ill the 
United States, a h.ole is dug, footings are set, and coarse 
gravel is usually laid down as a base for the basement 
slab. The gap between the basement walls and the 
ground outside is backfilled with material that often is 
more permeable than the original ground. Radon moves 
into this permeable material and the gravel bed under
neath the slab from the surrounding soil. The backfill 
mterial is typically rocks and soil fl'0111 the foundation 
site but may be imported material with different radon 
emanation characteristics to the local rocks and soils. 
Therefore, the alllount of radon in the permeable ma
terial depends on the amount of uranium in the local 
or imported rock as well as the type, permeability, and 
moisture content of the soil. The backfill layer wiJlneed 
to have a thickness of at least I m or have a very high 
Ra 1Y 

, concentration for it to be a significant source of 
radon in the building. 

In a typical masonry building in which radon occurs 
at the UK national average level of 20 Bq m\ 

approximately 60% of radon comes from the ground on 
which the building stands, 25% from building materi
als, 12% from fresh air, 2°,{, from the water supply, and 
1 % from the gas supply. These figl1J'es apply to the 
average house in the UK, but can vary substantially, and 
the proportion of radon entering a home from the 
gnllmd will normally be much higher in homes with 
high radon levels. The dominant mechanism of radon 
ingress is pressure-induced flow through cracks anc! 
holes in the floor. Slightly negative pressure differences 
between indoor and outcloor atmospheres caused by 
wind outside and heating inside the building draw 
radon cont'dn'linated air into the building, especially 
through the floor. Energy-conserving measures such as 
double-glazing restrict the fresh supply of air and lessen 
the dilution of radon indoors. Conversely, they may also 
reduce the pressure difference between incloors and 
outdoors and thus reduce the influx of radon from the 
ground. Poor ventilation may increase radon concen
trations, but it is not the fundamental cause of high 
indoor radon levels . 

Induor radon concentrations are generally about 
1000 times lower than radon in the soil underlying the 
house . . Most houses draw less than one percent of tlleir 
indoor air from the soil with the remaillder from out
doors where the air is generally quite low in r;lclon. III 
contrast, houses with low indoor air pressures, poorly 
sealed foundations, and several entry points for soil air 
may draw as much as 20% of their indoor air from the 
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soil. Consequently, radon levels inside the house may be 
very high even in situations where the soil air has only 
moderate amounts of radon. 

Clavensjo and Akerblom (1994) suggested that the 
221Rll concentration in a building or room that results 
from the transport of soil air may be calculated by the 
following formula: 

c,.r 
C"add;/lrf =-----

, Vbl""'I1I~ ' (17 + I,) 

C" //Ildm" = 122Rll concentration in the building/room 
(Bq 111- ') L 

C, = ""Rll concentration in the soil air entering from 
the ground (Bq m-1

) 

L =volume of soil air entering from the ground (m' h- I
) 

17 = rate of air change in the building (air changes h- I
) 

A = decay constant, for !22Rn, 7.55 . 10-1 (h- I
) 

~.'''Id",g ='building/room volume (m3
) 

XI . R ADON P OTENTIAL 

MA PPI NG METH OD S 

Accurate mapping of radon-prone areas helps to enSUTe 
that the health of occupants of new and existing 
dwellings and workplaces is adequately protected. Radon 
poten tial maps have im portan t a pplica tions, particularly 
in the control of radon through planning, building 
control, and environmental health legislation. Radon 
potential maps can be used (1) to assess whether radon 
prOtective measures may be required in new buildings, 
(2) for the cost-effective targeting of nldon monitoring 
in existing dwellings and workplaces, and (3) to provide 
a radon assessment for homebuyers and sellers. It is 
important, however, to realize that radon levels often 
vary widely between adjacent buildings due to differ
ences in the radon potential of tile underlying ground as 
well as differences in construction style and use. \Vhereas 
a radon potential map can indicate the relative radon risk 
for a building in a particular locality, it cannot predict the 
radon risk for an individual building. In the UK, radon 
potential maps generaUy indicate the probability that 
new or existing houses will exceed a r;Jdon reference 
level, which in the UK is called ilie action level (200Bq 
111- '). In other countries, geological radon potential maps 
predict the average indoor radon concentration (U nited 
States) or give a more qualitative indication of radon risk 
(Germany and tile Czech Republic). 

1\\'0 main procedures have been used for mapping 
radon-prone areas. The first uses radon measurements 

in eXJstmg dwellings to map the vanatlon of radon 
potential between administrative or postal districts or 
grid squares. The second is geological radon potential 
mapping in which each geological feature is assigned to 
a radon potential class based on the interpretation of 
one or more of the following L-ypes of data: (1) radon 
concentrations in dwellings (indoor radon), (2) concen
tration, mineralogical occurrence, and chemical state of 
uranium and radium in the ground (radiometric and 
geochemical data), (3) rock and soil permeability and 
moisture content, (4) concentration of radon in soil gas, 
and (5) building architecture (construction characteris
tics). Because the purpose of maps of radon-prone areas 
is to indicate radon levels in buildings, maps based on 
actual measurements of radon in buildings are generally 
preferable to those based on other data. 

Procedures for monitoring and surveys of radon in 
dwellings are described in Nazaroff (1 <)88) and Miles 
(2001). In the lJK, measurements arc made with passive 
integrating detectors over a period of three mon ths 
whereas short-term "screening" measurements taken 
over a 2- to 7-day period are commonly used for mapping 
in the United States. NLeasu.rements carried out over less 
than a yea r should be corrected for seasonal va ria tions.ln 
the United States, houses with basements typically have 
higher indoor radon than those with slab-on-grade con
struction because basements tend to have more entrv 
points for radon and a lower internal pressure relative to 

the soil than non-basement homes. Architectllre type is 
one factor within the Radon Index :VlatrLx used to esti
mate geological radon potential in the United States 
(Gundersen & Schumann, 1996). 

Bungalows and detached houses tend to have higher 
indoor radon than terraced houses or flats in tile same 
area of the UK. Building material, double-glazing, 
draught-proofing, elate of building, and ownership also 
have a significant impact on indoor radon concentra
tions. Radon potential mapping is sometimes based on 
indoor radon data that have been normalized to a mix 
of houses typical of the housing stock as this removes 
possible distortion caused by construction characteris
tics. Maps based on results corrected for temperature 
but not normalized to a standard house mix reflect such 
factors as the gre<lter prevalence of detached dwellings 
in rural areas, and hence the higher risk of high radon 
levels in rural areas compared with cities where flats are 
usually more prevalent. Radon potential estimates based 
on radon levels in the actual housing stock are more 
appropriate for tile identification of existing dwellings 
with high radon. 

Requirements for mapping radon-prone areas using 
indoor radon data are similar whether the maps are 
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Jc on the basis of grid squares or geological units. 
1l'C;e requirements include (1) accurate radon mea
- c Dl ents made using a reliable and consistent proto

(2) centralized data holdings, (3) sufficient data 
I:n ly spread, al1d (4) automatic conversion of 
.Jresses to geographical coordinates. It appears that 

:r~,lt Britain is th e only country that currently m eets 
uf these requirem ents for large areas. In cOlllltries 
ere lesser quality or quantity o f indoor radon data are 
ilable, ci1ere is greater reliance on proxy dat,] for 

Jon potential mapping (e.g., Czech Repuhlic, 
n: rI l1<1I1Y, Sweden, ,IIld United States). \Vhere there are 

e;x isting houses or indoor radon ll1easurements, 
oxy data (such as soil gas rado n concentrations) are 

- 'qu ired to map radon potential. 
'-la pping levels of raclon in administrative ,1re,1$ has 

'"It' advantage o f simplifying any subsequent adminis
'"r.lti\'e action. Use of grid squares ;1110\\lS an appropri

,to size of area to be chosen and simplifies the analysis. 
- e of geological boundaries may help to del.in eate dif
re llces in radon potential with greater spatial ,lccuracy 

.hilll other types of houndary. \;\Thereas a wide variety 
f factors affect the concenu"ation of radon in buildings, 

regional variations are related principally to the geo
"Igical characterist.ics of the ground. Indoor radon 
llITeys in the UK have confirmed the association of 

':1i gh levels of radon in dwellings with uraniferolls 
_rr ~1ilit.es, urani ferous sedimentary rocks, permeable 
unestones, <md phosphatic ironstones, as well as fault 
,nd shear zones. Similar observations have been made 
n th e C zech Republic, Germany, Luxembourg, 
weden, an d the U njted States. 

It is imporr,m t to remember that however indoor 
radon dat.l are grouped (whether by grid square o r geo
ngical WJit), a wide range of indoor radon levels is 

li.kcly to be found. This is because there is a long chain 
of factors that influence the radon leve l foun d in a build
in g, sllch as radium content and permeability of the 
ground below it, and construction details of the 
building (Miles & Appleton, 2000). Rad o n potcntial 
does not indicate wheth er a building constructed 011 a 
p,lrticu13r site will have ,1 radon concentration th3t 
exceeds a reference level. This can only be established 
th rough T}leasuring radon in the building. 

A. Non-Geological Radon Potential Mapping 

R adon measurements in existing dwellings are used to 

lll<lp the radon potential of countries (Figure 4), admin
istr,ltive districts , or grid squares without taking into 
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consideration the geological controls on radon in 
dwellings . Because the factors that influence radon con
centrations in building"s are largely independent and 
multiplicative, the distribution of radon concentrations 
is usually lognormal, so lognormal modeling can be 
used to produce accurate estimates of the proportion of 
homes above a reference level (Miles, 1(98). In the UK, 
maps show the fraction of tbe housing stock above the 
~lction level in each 5-kIll grid square (Figure 5) (Lomas 
et aI., 19%). \;\There house radon data are plentiful, 
m;lps using grid squares smaller than 5km can be macle. 
In some C8ses, this method can show up variations that 
are obscured by general geological grouping, such as 
, 'ariJtioI1s in radon potential within a geological unit. 
Investigations in southwestern England reve,lled that 
the finer the grid, the closer the correlation with the 
geological controls of radon in dwellings. 

Radon potential mapping using indoor radon mea
surements bas been carried out in other European 
countries which include Ireland, Luxembourg, and 
F rance, but the maps are not as detailed as the NRPB 
maps of the UK. T his is mHinly due to the relatively low 
measurement density and restricted coverage. 

In the United States most measurements of indoor 
nlClon have been made using short-term charcoal 
monitors, so these cannot be used directly to estimate 
long-term average radon levels. Although individual 
short-term measurement results are poor indicators of 
radon potential, aggregations of them can be corrected 
for bias and can provide useful information where no 
long-term results ,ue available. A statistical technique 
knm.vn as Bayesian analysis improves estimates of mean 
radon level ill areas where the data are sparse. A U . S. 
EPA survey of radon in homes covered about 6000 
homes across the United St8tes, all measured using 
long-term etched track detectors. The data distribution 
is very sparse, given the size of the country, but it can 
provide estiIl13tes of the mean radon levels and di stri
butio ns for the whole country and states, although not 
for sJ1l;]ller areas. 

B. Geological Radon Potential Mapping 

The most accurate and det;liled radon potential maps 
are generally those based on house radon data and geo
logical boundaries provided that the indoor radon oata 
can be grouped by sufficiently accurate geological 
boundaries. Ll the absence of an adequ3te number of 
high quality indoor [:1don measurements, proxy indi
cators such as soil gas r8cion data or information 
on U content may be used to assess geological radon 
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potential. The reliability of maps based on proxy data 
increases with the number of classes as well as the quan
tity and qU3lity of av,lilablc data. Radon potential maps 
based on indoor radon data grouped by geoiogicl i unit 
have the cap,lcit)' to accurately estimate the percent<lge 
of dwellings affected together with the spatiJ I detail and 
precision conferred by the geological map dau (;VIiles 
& Ball 1996). The reliability and spatiJl precision of 
mapping methods is, in general, proportional to the 
indoor radon meJsurement density. It is, hO\l'ever, re
assuring that even when the rnC<lsurement density is as 
low as the miniII1um for 5-km gTid square Ill<lpping (i.e., 
0.2-0.4 per km\ geologica l radon potential Illapping 
discriminates between geological units in a logica l way. 
These relationships can be explained on the basis of the 
petrology, chemistry, and permeability of the rock units 
and are confirmed in adjoining map sheets with higher 
measurement densities CVliles & Appleton, 2000). 

-- d 
indoors in Europe. (Compiled from data in UNSCEAR, 2000.) 

Geological radon potential maps of the UK have 
been produced at 1:625,000, l:250,OOO, and 1:50,000. 
Each geologica l unit within a map sheet or smaller area, 
such as a 5 -km grid square, has a characteristic geolog
ical radon potential that is frequently very different 
from the average radon potential for the grid square 
shown (Figure 6). Lithological variations within geo
logical units can cause geological radon potenti ,ll 
mapping to miss significant areas of higher radon 
potential identified by 1-km grid squ;]re mapping. Geo
logical and grid square mapping are likely to be most 
powerful when used in a complementary fashion by 
integrating maps produced by the two methods and by 
grouping results both by geological unit and by grid 
square (Appletoll & Miles, 2(02). 

Uranium and radium concentrations in surface rocks 
and soils 3re useful indicators of the potential for radon 
emissions from the ground. Uranium ca n be estimated 
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F I GU RE 4 Geometric mean radon concentrations (Bq mol) indoors in Europe, (Compiled from data in UNSCEAR, 2000.) 

potentiaL The reliability of maps based on proxy data 
incre,lses with dIe number of classes as well as the quan
tity and quality of available data, Radoll poten tial maps 
based on indoor radon data grouped by geological unit 
have the capacity to accurately estimate the percentage 
of dwellings atIected together with the spatial detail and 
precision conferred by the geological map dat;! (Miles 
& Ball 1996). The reliability and spatial precision of 
mapping methods is, in general, proportional to the 
indoor radon measurement density. It is, however, re
assuring that even when the measurement density is as 
low as the minimum for 5-1an grid square mapping (i.e., 
0.2-0.4 per km2

), geological radon potential mapping 
discriminates between geological units in a logical \-vay. 
These relationships can be explained on the basis of the 
petrology, chemistlY, and permeability of the rock units 
and are confirmed in adjoining map sheets with higher 
measurement densities (Miles & Appleton, 2000). 

Geological radon potential maps of the UK have 
been produced at 1:625,000, 1:250,000, and 1:50,000. 
Each geological unit within a map sheet or smaller area , 
such as ,1 5 -kin grid square, has a characteristic geolog
ical radon potential that is frequently very different 
from the average radon potential for the grid square 
shown (Figure 6). Lithological variations within geo
logical unit~ can cause geological radon potential 
mapping to miss signjficant areas of higher radon 
potential identified by l-km grid square mapping. Geo
logical and grid square mapping are Likely to be most 
powerful when used in a complementary f;!shion by 
integrating maps produced by the two methods and by 
grouping results both by geological unit and by grid 
square (Appleton & Mjles, 2002). 

Uranium and radium concentrations in surface rocks 
and soils are useful indicator of the potential for radon 
emissions from the ground. U raniulIl Can be estimated 
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F IGURE S Estimated proportion of homes exceeding the action level in each S-km grid square of England and Wales. (Adapted 
from Figure 2-2 in Appleton et al.. 2000a.) 

y gamma spectrometry either in the laboratory or by 
ground, vehicle, or airborne surveys. The close corre
btion between airborne radiometric measurementS and 
indoor radon concentrations has been demonstrated in 
the United States in Virginia and New Jersey, Nova 
Scotia ill Canada, and also in parts of England 
(Appleton & Ball, 2001). Duval and Otton (1990) iden
tified a Linear relationship benl'een average indoor 
radon levels and surface radium content for soils of low 

to moderate permeability. However, areas with high 
permeability (>50 cm h- I

) had significantly higher 
indoor radon levels than would otherwise be expected 
from the 126Ra concentrations, which reflects an 
enhanced radon flux from permeable ground. Grasty 
(1997) demonstrated that any estimate of natural 
gamma ray flux from the uranium decay series (i.e., 
radium) in the ground must take into consideration 
the radon coefficient of the soil as well as its radon 
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FIGURE 6 Geological radon potential map of the 5-km grid square (485265) that encompasses the western sector of Welling
borough, England. The I :50,000 scale map illustrates the distribution of geological units with <3% (white), 3-5% (blue), and 10-20% 

(pink) of dwellings above the UK radon action level. The 5-km grid square has an average radon potential of 3.9% (NRPB 1998 data). 

(Topography based on Ordnance Survey I :50,000 Scale Colour Raster data with permission of The Controller of Her Majesty's 

Stationery Office Crown Copyright. Ordnance Survey Licence number GD272191 12004.) 

diffusion coefficient, which depends largely on soil 
moisture. Clay soils tend to have higher eV when wet 
whereas sandy soils have lower eV (Grasty, 19(7). 

Sweden was the first country to make use of airborne 
gamma ray spectrometry data to produce maps of radon 
potential. Radon potential is estimated ~l11d mapped on 
the basis of available data including (1) geology, (2) air
borne radiometric surveys (covering 65% of Sweden), 
(3) results from radiometric sunTeys of the ground, (4) 
results from radon sunTeys in buildings, (5) results from 
earlier geotechnical investigations (e.g., permeability 
and groundwater level), (6) field surveys including 
gamma spectro.n!etry, and (7) orientation soil gas radon 
measurements. Akerblol11 (1987) established a simple 
threefold radon risk classification based on geology, per
meability, and soil gas radon (Table VIII). These cri
teria are used at a mapping scale of 1 :50,000 or larger 
in conjunction with airborne gamma spectrometry 
surveys to produce provisional radon risk maps. 

Radon risk mapping of the Czech Republic at a scale 
of 1:500,000 (Fignre 7) is based upon a number of data 

TABLE VII J. Criteria Used in Sweden for Classifying 
High- and Low-Radon Ground 

Bedrock or 226Ra 

overburden (Bq kg I) 

High radon ground 
Bare rock >200 
Gravel, sand, coarse till >50 
Sand, coarse silt >50 
Silt >70 
Clay, fine till >110 

Low radon ground 
Bare rock <60 
Gravel, sand, till <25 
Silt <50 
Clay, fine till; <80 

After Clavensjb and Akerblom. 1994. 

2l2Rn in soil gas 
(Bq L.1 ) 

Not relevant 

>50 

>50 

>60 
>120 

<20 
<20 

<60 
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RADON PROGNOSTIC MAP OF THE CZECH REPUBLIC 
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FIG U R E 7 Radon prognostic (risk) map of the Czech Republic. (Reproduced with permission from the Czech Geological Survey.) 

for airborne radiometry, geology, pedology, 
. drogeology, ground radiometry, and soil gas radon, 
ock ,md soil permeability were obtained from hydro

~,,"ological and pedological maps and reports. Radon 
-" k cltegories (low, medium, and high) were established 
=r geological and lithological units and were based 

)11 a rigid set of rules accepted by the Ministry of 
Em'ironment, Radon risk maps are currently produced 
• the 1 :50,000 scale, and these can he used for the iden

"'tic<ltion of dwellings exceeding the guidance level to 
tn accuracy of 70-80% (Miksova & Barnet, 2002), 
-lowever, the maps are not recommended for the pre
in ion of the requirement for radon protective meas
res in new buildings for which soil gas radon site 
sessments usillg the Czech Radon Risk Classification 

For Foundation Soils (Table IX) are required. 
. -\irborne radiometric survey data were used to 

roduce the first radon potential maps in the United 
t.1tes. The U. S. EPA radon map was developed using 

" e factors to determine radon potential (indoor radon 
measurements, geology, aerial radioactivity, soil penne
bility, and foundation type). Radon potential assess

'nent is based on geologic provinces adapted to county 

TABLE IX. Czech Republic Radon Risk Classes 
Based on Radon in Soil Gas and Rock-Overburden 
Permeability 

Rock·overburden permeability 

High Medium Low 

Radon concentration in soil gas 
Radon risk (Bq L" ) 

High >30 >70 >100 
Medium 10-30 20-70 30-100 
Low <10 <20 dO 

After Barnett, 1994 . 

houndaries for the Map of Radon Zones (Figure 8). The 
purpose of the map is to assist national, state, and local 
organizations to implement radon-resistant building 
codes. In the United States, high geological radon 
potential is associated with granites, limestones, black 
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FIGU RE 8 U. S. EPA Map of Radon Zones (excluding Alaska and Hawaii) . Zone I. 2. and 3 counties have a predicted average 

indoor radon screening concentration of> 148. 74-148. and <74 Bq m l. respectively. (Map based on state radon potentia'i maps avail

able at http://www.epa.gov/radonlzonemap.html; state and county boundaries SRI ArcUSA I :2M.) 

shales, and glaci::ll tills and gnlVels derived from these 
bedrocks in the Appalachians; sandy and clay tills 
derived from sandstones, limestones, and black shales in 
the northern Great Plains and Great Lakes areas; and 
uraniferous granites, permeable limestones, sedimen
tary, ,md metamorphic rocks together with derived col
luvial and alluvial deposits in the Rocky Mountains and 
parts of the western Great Plains. 

After unmiurn and radium concentration, the perme
ability and moisture content of rocks and soils is prob
ably the next most significant factor influencing the 
concentration of radon in soil g::lS and buildings. Radon 
diffuses farther in air than in water, so in unsaturated 
rocks and overburden with high fluid permeability, 
higher radon values are likely to result from a given con
centration of uranium and radium than in less perme
able or water-saturated materials. vVeathering processes 
can also affect permeability. Enhanced radon in soil gas 
is also associated with high-permeability features such 
as fractures, faults, amI jointS. The fracturing of clays, 

resulting in enhanced permeability, combined with their 
relatively high radillll1 content ,1I1d their emanation effi
ciency may 'llso result in higher radon concenu'ations 
in dwellings. The permeability of glacial deposits exerts 
a particularly strong influence on the radon potential of 
underlying bedrock. 

It has been demonstrated in a number of countries, 
including Canada, Germany, the UK, the United States, 
and Sweden, that soil gas radon measurements COI11

bined with an assessment of ground permeability can be 
used to m,lp geological radon potential in the absence 
of sufficient indoor radon measurements. Significant 
correlations between aver<lge indoor and soil gas radon 
concenu'ations, grouped according to geological unit, 
have been recorded in the Czech Republic (Figure 9), 
Germany, the UK, and the United States. '''' here low 
corretltions have been measureJ between radoll in soil 
gas anJ radon in adjacent houses, the probabl e causeS 
include: (1) the small llumber of hOllses with variable 
design in the study, (2) single rather than ll1ultiple soiJ 

http://www.epa.gov/radonlzonemap.html
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FIGU REg Relationship between average soil gas radon (Bq L- ') and average indoor radon (Bq m"J) for major rock types of the 

Czech Republic. (Based on data in Table I, Barnet et aI., 2002.) 

e:,lS measurements, (3) short-term indoor radon mea
~urements, and (4) a mixture of SlUnmer and wiJlter 
measurements. Spot measurements of soil gas radon 
,md short-term indoor data are known to be relatively 
unreliable and it is now generaJly accepted that 10- 15 
:,o il gas raelon measurements arc required to chancter
[Le a site or geological unit. 

XII. R ADO N SITE 

I NV ESTIGATION M ETHODS 

Radon migrates into buildings as a trace component of 
Joil gas. Therefore the concentration of radon in soil 
g,)S should provide a good indication of the potential 
risk of radon entering a building if its construction char
;1cteristics permit the entry of soil gas. There is ,1 
g-ro\l'ing hody of evidence that supports the hypothesis 
th at soil gas radon is a relatively reliable indLrecl indi
O Wl' of indoor radon levels at the local as well as the 
l1<1tional scale (Figl.lreS 9 ancl 10). 

Soil gas radon data may be difficult to interpret due 
to the effects of large diurnal and seasonal variations in 
oil gas radon close to the ground surface and variations 

in soil gas radon on a scale of ,1 few meters. The former 
problem I1lay be overcome by sampling at a depth 
greater than 70cm or by the use of passive detectors 
\'; ith relatively long integrating times, although this may 
not be a practical option if site Lnvestigation results are 

required f<lpidly. Small-scale variability in soil gas radon 
m,lY he overcome by taking 10- 15 soil gas radon mea
surements on a 5- to 10-m grid to ch,nacterize a site. 
Radon in soil g,ls varies \\:ith climatic changes including 
soil moisture , temperature, and atmosph eric pressure. 
Weathe r conditions should be as stahle as possible 
during the course of a soil gas radon survey. A range of 
methods such as controlled gas extraction, air injection 
procedures, or 'A'ater percolation tests can be used to 

estimate gas permeability at a specific site. In the 
absence of penllea hi lity measuremen ts, more gual i ta tive 
estimates o f permeability C111 he based on visual eX,lm
ination of soil characteristics, published soil survey 
inform,ltion, or on the relative ease with which a soil 
gas s,1mple is extracted. 

In some areas and under some climatic conditions, 
site investigations using soil gas radon cannot be carried 
ont reliably, for example, when soil gas Glilnot he 
obtained from waterlogged soils or when soil gas radon 
co ncentra tions are abnormally enhanced due to the 
sealing effect of soil moisture. These conditions are par
ticularly common in winter. Problems with the deter
mination of permeability and its incorporation into a 
radon site investigation procedure have been encoun
tered in the Czech Republic where the quality of the 
perme,lbility classification oht,lined at a site is very 
reli ,111 t on the personal experience of the technical staff 
can-ying out the site investigation. If soil gas radon con
centrations cannot he determined because of climatic 
factors, measurement of radon el118m1tion in the labora
tory or gamma spectrometric measurement of eL" can 
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• Data for dwellings sited on the Jurassic Northampton 
Sand Formation grouped by 5-km grid square). (Reproduced from Appleton et ai, 2000a.) 

be used as radon potential indicators in some geologi
cal environments. However, few data arc availa ble and 
the methods have not been fully tested. 

The Swedish National Board of Housing, Building, 
and Planning has adopted a ground classification based 
on geology, permeability, and soil gas radon measurc
ment. This procedure is used to predict radon emissions 
expected on a particular construction site. Finland has 
adopted a similar radon risk. classification of building 
ground based on radjoactivity and permeahility. 
i'l'1easurement of radon emanation coefficients and 
radium concentrations by gamma spectrometry is also 
used to investigate radon characteristics of the ground 
in new building areas where buildings are to be con
structed on unconsolidated sediments or directly onto 
bedrock (Table VIII) (Clavensjo & Akerblom, 1994). In 
Germany an empirical ranking classification has been 
dC"eloped for radon potential based on median soil gas 
'ael n and permeability measured by air injection 
through the soil gas probe. All new development sites 
in the Czech Republic require a site investigation com
pri jng a geological survey and measurement of radon 
in iJ o·as. The radon risk classification (Table LX) is 
b· ed upon soil gas radon concentration limits and is 

broadly similar to classifications used In Finland, the 
UK, the United States, and Sweden. 

XIII. GEOLOGI C AL ASSOC IAT IONS 

Relatively high levels of radon emissions are associated 
with particular types of bedrock and unconsolidated 
deposits, for example, some, but not all, granites, 
uranium-enriched phosphatic rocks, and shales rich in 
organic materials; soils over some limestones; and some 
permeable sandstones. Rock types that are high radon 
sources in the United States include: 

1. 	 Uraniferous metamorphic rocks and granites
some of the highest indoor levels in the United 
States, particularly in the Rocky and Appalachian 
ranges and the Sierra Nevada are associated with 
fault shear zones in these rocks 

2. 	 lVlarine black shales are sources of high radon 
throughout the United States and especially in the 
central region from Ohio to Colorado 
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3. 	 Glacial deposit~ derived from uranium-bearing 
rock and sediment, especially in the northwestern 
Nlidwest, where high radon emanation reflects 
large surface area and high permeability caused by 
cracking when dry 

4. 	 Soils derived from carbonate, especially karstic 
terrain, which are high in uranium and radium 

, 	 Uranium mining residues and mine tailings in the 
states of the western United States (e.g., Colorado) 

6. 	Phosphate ore close to the surface and in mining 
waste on the surface, can result in high radon 
concentrations, especially in Polk County, 
Florida. 

The maximum mRl concentration in phosphate ores 
15 typically about 50 times greater than the average con
'entration in soil. Releases from coal residues and the 
uming of natural gas and coal complete the list of 

m ajor contributors to atmospheric radon (Gundersen et 
I. , 1992). 

Enhanced levels of radon ill houses and soil gas in the 
ll:,- are associated with the following geological associa
tions. The uraniu11t association comprises rocks and 
.heir weathering products containing enhanced levels 

r Ur<11llUm or radium. The permeable rock association 
_o mprises permeable rocks, unconsolidated over
u rden, ,md their weathering products. Areas underlain 
.' less permeable rocks, unconsolid<lted overburden, 
nd soils, especially where these have low uranium con

cen trations, are generally characterized by low radon 
n houses and soil. Low radon is also associated with 

fIneable sandstones containing low quantities of 
r.1n IUIl1. 

The uralliulll association comprises granites in south
e,tern England characterized by high uranium con

_~ntrations, a deep weathering profile, and uranium in 
, mineral phase that is easily weathered. Although the 

.d".m ium may be removed through weathering, radium 
_.: nenllly remains in situ (Ball & Miles, 1993). Radon is 

'il ~' el11,lI1ated from the host rock and high values of 
- - Io n h,lVe been measuTed in groundwaters and surface 

r e I'S (l1O-740BqL- I
) and also in soil gas (frequently 

oBq L - I). There is a clear correspondence between 

-~JS where more than 30% of the house radon levels 

:-(. ~1bove the action level and the major granite areas 

T'O:l11 & NIiles, 1993). 


T he depositional and diagenetic environment of 
ny black shales leads to enrichment of uranium. For 

e.:um ple, some Carboniferous shales in northern 
- g land contain 5-60mgkg- I uranium. vVeathering 

5econdary enrichment can substantially enhance U 
ds ill soils derived from these shales. It is found that 
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15-20% of houses sited on uraniferous shales with 
>60mgkg- 1U and high soil gas radon (32 Bq L- I; Ball 
et aI., 1992) are above the CK radon action level. 

L'"r<lnium-enriched phosphatic horizons occur in the 
Carhoniferous Li mestone, the Jurassic oolitic lime
stones, and in the hasal Cretaceous Chalk in the UK and 
these sometimes give rise to high radon in soil gases and 
houses. Many iron deposits are phosphatic and slightly 
uraniferous and a large proportion (>20%) of hOllses 
underlain by the ~orthampton Sand Formation (:\"SF) 
ironstone in England are affected by high levels of radon 
(Figures 5 and 10). Phosphatic pebbles from the Cpper 
Jurassic, ,111<1 Lower and Upper Cret,1Ceous phospborite 
horizons in England contain 30-119 mg kg-I U. Radon in 
dwellings is a significant problem in areas where these 
phosphatic rocks occur close to the surface, especially if 
the host rocks are relatively permeable. The NSF con
sists of ferruginous sandstones ,lI1d oolitic ironstone with 
a basal layer up to 30 cm thick containing phosphatic 
pehhles. vVhereas the ferruginous sandstones and iron
stones mainly contain low concentrations of U 
«3 mgkg- I), the phosphatic pehbles contain up to 55 mg 
kg-I. It is, however, probable that the mass of the NSF, 
which in many cases contains disseminated radium, may 
contribute more to the overall level of radon emissions 
than the thin U-enriched phosphate horizons. 

High levels of radon occur in both soil gas and hOllses 
underlain by Carboniferous Limestone in the Ll< as 
well as in caves and mines. There are 10% to more than 
30% of houses built on the limestones that h,we radon 
concentrations greater than the UK action level 
(Appleton et aI., 2000a). Much of the radon is thought 
to emanate from uranium- and radium-enriched resid
ual soils that overlie the highly permeable limestones. 

Chalk is a particularly abundant limestone in the 
south of England, but its radon emanation characteris
tics are different from the Carboniferous and Jurassic 
limestones. Chalk still retains its primary porosity, 
although most of the water and gas flow is through 
fissures. The proportion of dwellings with radon 
above the action level is much lower than over the 
Carhoniferous Limestone, but higher levels of radon 
occur where the chalk is covered \I'ith congclinIl'bate 
and residual clay-with-flint deposits. 

Thick, permeable Cretaceous sand formations in 
southwestern England, including the glauconitic Lower 
and Upper Greensand Jnd the Cpper Lias :.'vlidford 
Sands, all eman,He high levels of soil gJS radon (mean 
values 20-48BqL- I

), and are characterized by a high 
proportion of houses a hove the action level (13 and 22 % 
for the L'"pper Greensand and :vIidford Sands, respec
tively). In contrast, impermea ble mudstones and clays 
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in England and \Vales are generally characterized by 
low to moderate soil gas radon (about 20 Bq L~ l ) and less 
than 1 % of homes exceed the action level. 

Similar associations between high radon and Lower 
Carboniferous limestones, Namurian uraniferous and 
phosphatic black shales, and some granites and highly 
permeable fluvioglacial deposits have also been 
recorded in Ireland (Cliff & j\1iles, 1997). 

Ll the Czech Republic, the highest indoor and soil gas 
radon leveJs are associ,lted with the Variscan granites, 
granodiorites, syenites, and phonolites of the Bohemian 
massif. Syenites contain 12-20 mg kg~ l U and the phono
lites have 10-35l1lgkg~ 1 U and soil gas radon levels up to 
more than 450 Bq L ~l. High radon is also associated with 
Paleozoic metamorphic and volcanic rocks and also with 
uranium mineralization in the Pffbram area (Barnet et 
al., 2002; Mik50va & Barnet, 2002). 

Tn Germany the highest radon occurs over the gran
ites and Paleozoic basement rocks. Median soil gas 
radon for some granites ranges from 100 to 200 Bq L ~ l 

(Kemski et al., 2001). In contrast, the highest radon 
potential in Belgium is associated with strongly folded 
and fractured Cambrian to Lower Devonian bedrocks 
in which uraniwll preferentially concentrated in ferric 
oA)'hydroxides in fractures and joints is considered to be 
the mail1 source of radon (Zhu et al., 2001). In France 
some of the highest radon levels occur over peralumi
nous leucogranites or metagranitoids in a stable 
Hercynian basement area located in South Brittany 
(western France). These rocks are derived from uranif
erous granitoids with average uranium contents of over 
8 mg kg~l (Ielsch et al., 20(H). Soil gas and indoor radon 
concentrations were found to be controlled by lithol
ogy, structure, and uranium mineralization in India 
(Singh et al., 2002). High radon is associated with alum 
shale in both Sweden (Tell et al., 1993) and Belgium 
(Poffijn et al., 2002). In Korea, the mean values of soil 
gas radon concentrations were highest in granite gneiss 
and banded gneiss and lowest in soils over shale, lime~ 
stone, and phyllite schist ae et al., 1999). 

The impact of unconsolidated deposits mainly 
reflects their permeability. For example, peat and lacus~ 
trine clays strongly reduce radon potential associated 
with the underlying bedrock, whereas permeable sand 
and gravel and river terrace deposits tend to enhance 
radon potential. In Sweden fragments and mineral 
grains of uraniurl1~rich granites, pegmatites, and black 
alum shales are dispersed in till and glaciofluvial 
deposits leading to high radon in soils and dwellings, 
especially when the glaciofluvial deposits are h}ghly per
meable sands and gravels (Clavensjo & Akerblom, 
1994). 

XIV. ADM I N ISTRATIVE AN D 

TECHNiCAL RESPONSES 

A. Environmental Health 

Responses include provision of guidance for radon Limi
tation including recommendations for dose limits and 
action levels , establishment of environmental health 
standards for houses and workplaces, and enforcement 
of Ionizing Radiations Re~lations to control exposure 
to radon in workplaces (Akerblom, 1999; Appleton 
et al., 2000b; 'RPA, 2000). There are substantial vari
ations in action levels (or their equivalents) in countries 
that perceive a radon problem. International and 
national recommendations for radon limitation in exist
ing and future homes, given as the annual average of the 
gas concentration in Bqm~l, range from 150 to 1000 
for existing, dwelling and from 150 to 250 for new 
dwellings (Akerblom, 1999). The majority of countries 
have adopted 400 and 200 Bq m~" respectively, for the 
two reference levels. 

The reasons for these different reference levels 
appear largely historical but are also due to a combina
tion of environmental differences, different construc
tion techniques, and varying Levels of political and 
environmental concern. There would be advantages in 
harmonizing standards because the existence of differ
ent levels may lead to confusion among the public. The 
ICRP considers that one common international stan
dard is unlikely to be achieved, and that this is less 
important than achieving reasonable reductions in 
radon levels in radon prone areas. 

In addition to variations in house radon standards 
between countries, there also appears to be some vari~ 
ation in standards applied within the field of radiological 
protection. For eX<lmple, some observers have suggested 
that if the highest natural radon levels recorded in some 
houses in Cornwall and Devon were reached, for 
example, at a nuclear installation, it would be closed 
down immediately. Equally, it is reported that all houses 
in the Chernobyl area had to be evacuated under Soviet 
law if they were contaminated to a level equivalent to the 
current UK action level of 200 Bq 111 ~·1 . However, inter~ 
national and national radiological protection authorities 
are united in acknowledging the need for a distinction 
in the ways radiation is approached in these different 
circumstances. 

Recommendations differ from country to country. In 
the UK, testing for radon is recommended by govern~ 
ment in radon affected areas where more than 1% of 
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wellings exceed the action level of200 Bq 111-
3

. In COI1

ITast, the U. S. EPA recommends that all homes be 
;:e... red for 1'<ldon because (1) high levels of indoor radon 
1.l\'e been found in every state, (2) radon levels vary so 
nuch from place to place, and (3) because dwellings 

JifCer so radically in their vulnerahility to radon. The 
l', S. EPA estimates that 1 in evelY 15 homes has radon 
c,-cls higher than 4pCiL- 1 (148 Bqm-J

) , the level above 
hich the EPA recommends that corrective action is 

':1I ken. The U.S. E PA recommends that no action is 
-equird below J50Bq 111-" action within a few years 

t:: tweell 170 and 750 Bq m-\ urgent action between 
-,0 and 7500Bqm-3

, and immediate action above 
-~oo Bq m-3• 

The European Commission Recol11111cnciation 
2001/928/Euratol11) on the protection of the public 
gainst exposure to radon in drinking water supplies 

"'('commends 1000 Bq/L as an action level for public and 
'ol11Jl1ercial water supplies above which remedial action 

~lh\' ays justified on radiological protection grounds. 
\\ 'ater supplies th,lt support more than 50 people or dis
u- ib ute more than 10m- l per day, as well as all water that 

used for food processing or commercial purposes, 
,--:cept mineral water, are covered by the Europe Com
'1lission Recommendation. The 1000 Bq/L action level 
I~o <lpplies to drinking water distributed in hospitals, 

~c~ idential homes, and schools and should be used for 
.:onsideration of remedial action in private w,lter sup

li Ls, The U. S. EPA recommends that states develop 
llultimedia mitigation (M.M.NI) programs to address the 
"';llth risks from radon in indoor air while individual 
;Her systems should reduce radon levels in drinking 
ater to 148 Bq VI (4000 pCi L-I) or lower. The EPA is 

~nc()uragiJ1g states to adopt this option because it is the 
"ll(lSt co$t-effective way to achieve the greatest radon 

k reduction. If a state chooses not to develop an 
l\L\/I program, individual water systems would be 

-e(luired to either reduce radon in their system's drink
'1g' water to 11 Bq L -I (300 pCi L - I) or develop individ

.11 local MNINJ programs and reduce levels in drinking 
;uer to 148 Bq L- I (4000pCiL- I). The regulations will 

--It apply to private wells, because the EPA does not 
-egulate them. A guideline value of 21lg L -I uranium 

q uinlent to approxim,lteiy 0.02 Bq L -I ) is recom
"1ended by the \Vorld Health Organization (\iVHO), 

though this is based on its toxicity, which is more 
, _·rr imental to health than its radioactivity (\iVHO, 

)l) (1). The U. S. EPA established maximum c0l1ta111i
l ilt levels (MCL) of 30llg-L- I uranium, and 
.l il 5 Bq L - I for radium-226 and radium-228 in com

<'1II J1it)' water supplies. No specific value for uranium is 
_.wn in the EO Directive for drinking water (CEC, 

1998), which establishes a O.lmSv y-I total indicative 
dose guidance level for raciionuclides, excluding tritium, 
4°K radon, and radon decay products. Action levels 
ranging from 7.4 to J60 Bq L - I uranium in drinking 
water have been reported for Austria, Finland, and 
France. 

B. Radon Monitoring 

The overall aim of most countries that have identified 
a radon problem is to map radon-prone areas and tllell 
identify houses and workplaces with radon concentra
tions that exceed the radon referen ce level. In the UK, 
for example, radon affected areas are delineated hy 
measuring radon in a representative sample of existing 
dwellings. Householders are then encouraged to h<Jve 
radon measured in existing and new dwellings in 
affected areas :md local authority environmental health 
departments are generally responsible for ensuring 
that radon in workplaces is monitored in appropriate 
areas. 

C. Protective Measures 

Provisions have been made ill the building regulations 
to ensure that new dwellings are protected against 
radon 'where a significant risk of high radon concentra
tions in homes has been identified on the basis of house 
radon surveys. Nine European counG'ies (Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, Latvia, Norway, 
Slovak Republic, Sweden, and the UK) have reglliations 
and guidelines for construction requirements to prevent 
elevated radon concentrations in new building·s. Austria, 
Germany, Greece, and Switzerland plan to introduce 
such regulations . Ll most of the countries with regub
tions, enforced radon protection in nell' buildings is 
specified in the national buildillg codes. Implementa
tion of regulations is normally shared hy n,ltion,ll and 
local authorities. Eight European countries (Czech 
Repuhlic, Denmark, Finland, Irebnd , Norway, Slovak 
Republic, Sweden, and tllC UK) h:we regulations and 
guidelines for radon prevention in the planning st,lges 
of new development (e.g., where construction permits 
are applied for dwellings, offices, and factories). Austria 
and Germany are considering the introduction of guid
ance and/or regulations for dealing with radon at the 
plalUling st'lge. In the Czech Republic, Ireland, Slovak 
Republic, and Sweden reglJlations require an investiga
tion of radon risk at construction sites before building 
is permitted (Akerblom, 1 (99) . 
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Remedial Measures 

In the UK, owners of workplaces may be forced to carry 
out remedial measures whereas householders in 
dwellings with radon above the action level are gener
ally on ly advised to take action to reduce the radon 
level. Guidance on reducing radon in dwellings is pro
vided, but the cost of installing remedial measures in a 
dwelling is normally the householder's responsibility. 
G rant aid may be available. 

The principal ways of reducing the amount of radon 
entering a dwelling are similar to those used for pro
tective measures in new dwellings. These are 

1. 	 Install an airtight barrier across the whole of the 
ground Roor to prevent radon getting through it 
and also seal voids around service inlets 

2. 	 SubRoor ventilation of underfloor cavities, i.e., 
drawing the air away from underneath the Roor so 
that any air containing radon gas is dispersed 
outside the bouse 

3. 	 SubRoor depressurization (radon sump) 
4. 	 Positive pressurization (i.e ., pressurize the building 

in order to prevent the ingress of radon) 
5. 	 Ventilation (i.e., avoid drawing air through the 

Roor by changing the way the dwelling is 
ventilated) 

In the United States, the cost of radon mitigation in 
a typical horne ranges from about $500 to about $2500. 
Fitting radon resistant measures at the time of con
struction would cost $350-$500. Similar costs apply in 
the UK. 

Radon gas may be easily removed from high-radon 
groundwaters by aeration and filter beds will remove 
daughter products. Vilrious aeration technologies are 
available including static tank, cascade, or forced aera
tion in a packed tower. Radon removal technologies 
used in the United States include removal of nlRn by 
spray jet aeration, packed tower aeration, and multistage 
bubble aeration. Packed tower aeration is simple and 
cheap and is recommended for large drinking water 
supplies. Removal of nlRn by granular activated carbon 
is efficient but m U decay products, including U, Po, Bi, 
and Pb (lIOPb), are adsorbed onto the activated carbon, 
\.\ hich produces a disposal problem. The U. S. EPA rec
ommends that the most practical treatment methods 
for radionuclide removal are ion exchange and lime-

a -nftening for r<ldiul11, aeration and granular acti 
vated carbon for radon, and anion exchange and reverse 

sm i fI r uranium. 
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SEE ALSO THE FOLLOWING CHAPTERS 

Chapter 2 (Natural Distribution and Abundance ofEle
ments) . Chapter 9 (Volcanic Emissions and He,llth) 
Chapter 21 (Environmental Epidemiology) 
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